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DECLARE HIS GLORY
A fresh look at our congregational worship
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What do we understand worship to comprise
and do our present styles and forms serve the
Assemblies ' needs effectively?
What  newer  choices  are  available  to  us  in
today's debate about the nature of worship?
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GRAHAM KENDRICK  Worship for Today
Group discussions on the issues arising
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WAY TO LI FE
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Saunders  WTL  Bible
Convention  in the
Cathedral Tent,Weston
Super-Mare, August 3-17.

Sharing with Dick Saunders will  be
well known Bibleteachers from across
the  British  Isles.

For details of accommodation , caravans,
camping and your booking forms
please apply to the WTL office.

Way to Life,3a North Street,
Hailsham, East Sussex BN271DQ

Please pray for this forthcoming event .
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EVANGELISTS-AN ENDANGERED SPECIES?

We  tend  to  be  rather  selective  in  our  attitudes  to  the
charismata, those grace-gifts bestowed upon his body by
the risen Christ. One problem, of course, is the disagree-
ment about whether they are all still available. Another,
which  may  seem  less  urgent,  but which  is  potentially
more harmful, is our general tendency to exalt the `noisy'
ctfts  above  the  `silent'  ones.
In  addition,  we  seem  to  pick  and  choose  even  among
these  preferred  sifts.  Pastors  and  teachers  are  highly
regarded. We think we would value prophets if we were
certain how to identify them. But evangelists seem to be at
a discount.  Two or three years ago,  Dick Saunders put
the question in a challenging article: `Where are the Evan-
gelists?'  He concluded that their Sfts are so overshadowed
by those of pastor and teacher that the church is being
seriously  weakened.   More  recently,   confirmation  has
come from Luis Palau. What, he was asked, is the evan-
gelist's  greatest  temptation?  Not  sex,  as  some  imagine,
including a host of novelists. Not even pride as we might
suspect.  The evangelist's worst temptation,  according to
Palau, is to discouragement. And it is often triggered by
attacks  not  from  unbelievers  but  from  Christians.
Such behaviour is nothing new. American-style triumph-
alist Arminianism as it may be seen in action today is not
a pretty sight,  and  criticism  may well be justified,  but
even  Whitfield,  Wesley,  Spurgeon  and  Moody were  all
comprehensively despised and used as chopping blocks
by  their  fellow  believers.
Indeed, there are reasons why evangelists are especially
liable to be attacked by Christians as well as unbelievers.
Often their gift is accompanied by a warmth of person-
ality, a vigour and enthusiasm, that easily alienate other
people. Michal was appalled to see David dancing before
the Lord and her frigid response is shared by men and
women today who sometimes feel that the evangelist is
childish,  undignified and unbalanced in his concern to
see  souls  saved.
The point of such criticism is often dipped in the poison of
self-doubt--we are all tempted to hate the person whose
commitment  challenges  our  own  half-heartedness.
In addition, the evangelist is bound to simplify the gospel.
Of course he must be careful not to distort biblical teach-
ing. He must take account of contemporary concerns and
speak to the experience and felt needs of people today.
But, however careful he may be, his efforts to `make the
message clear and plain' will certainly be condemned by
some hearers, who will accuse him of superficiality and of
failing to do justice to the complexity of the issues and
doctrines  that  he  handles.
The evangelist is likely to take little account of Christian
prejudices  and  of  `cultured'  expectations.   He   should
accept  criticism  of his  methods  if they  seem  likely  to
hinder  conversions. `But  Paul  did  not  take  very  much
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notice when he was dismissed as personally unimpressive
and useless as a speaker (2 Corfrithhaus  10).  There are
times  when  evangelists  are  right  to  resist  criticism.
Are evangelists an endangered species? And could it be
Christians  who  are  exterminating  them?  They  are  far
more vulnerable than we often realize. Not long ago I was
speaking before a service to an evangelist who had been
out of action for a couple of months. In those few moments
before  the  service  began,  he  confessed,  `I'm  terrified!'
We need to pray for evangelists.  We need to encourage
evangelists and we need to nurture evangelistic Sft where
we  see  it.  `How will they hear, without an evangelist?'

PETER COUSINS

SHINING,  WIIINING  and  RECLINING

An eminent evangelical leader recently cautioned against
three  besetting  temptations.
Firstly,  there  is  tJic  tempfatfori  fo SJ".7'zc.  Each assembly
or church  has  its  Diotrephes who,  in  the words of the
I. 8. Phillips translation `wants to be head of everything'.
The  AV  rendering,   though  more  elegant,   is  equally
adamant:  `who  loveth  to  have  the  pre-eminence'.  The
modern-day Diotrephes is instantly recognizable: he must
be consulted on every conceivable decision, he 77tust chair
at least one of the sessions (preferably both) at the annual
conference, he 771usf speak at the Sunday School anniver-
sary one year in three, and his views mzrsf set the standard
by which all other views are assessed: that is, they must
conform  to  his  or  are  considered  to  be  divisive.  Am  I
guilty of caricature? I think not.  This first temptation is
one we are all prone to; but to give in to it is to act in a
manner totally at variance with the teaching of the New
Testament.
Secondly, there is fJic tempfattori fo WJii.rzc.  This scarcely
needs  any amplification,  apart from  noting how wide-
spread  and  corrosive  it  is.  Widespread  because  it  is
observable in every evangelical grouping throughout the
country.  Corrosive because it allows Satan an entry into
our hearts and diverts us from the real task:  unceasing
battle against the forces of evil and darkness. Isn't it about
time we all realized that as Christians we have enlisted in
the  same  battalion?
Thirdly, there is the temptoftori fo Rcczf rae.  This again is
largely self-explanatory.  Too many Christians are sitting
back, settling for the sfclfus qzto, and are prepared either
to allow others to do the work or simply to drift along
doing the barest minimum. In my experience this tempta-
tion  does  not apply primarily to  those who  are  `senior
citizens'  (65  plus)  but  to  those  in  middle  life  (35-55).
The antidote to this particular temptation is fo remember
that we are `workers together', `fellow labou.rers', not only
with  Our  Lord  but  also  with  each  other.
We would all do well to resist each of these temptations-



as with all other temptations tocLin the power of the
Holy  Spirit.

JOHN PETERS

WORIDLIRESS

`Worldliness' was at one time the subject of much atten-
tion among Christians.  They condemned `conformity to
this present age' in strong terms, usually defining it by
reference to stated practices, such as theatre or cinema-
going, dancing, drinking and smoking. By contrast, more
recently very little has been said about it and indulgence
in doubtful pastimes goes uncondemned. What should be
our  attitude?
As we scan the pages of history, we can discern the `spirit
of the  age'-a  tacit  consensus  of thought  and  action
characterizing each era.  For examples, we think of the
Middle  Ages,  the  Reformation,  the  Enlightenment,  the
Victorian  period,  all  with  their  distinctive  features  in
social behaviour. Our present time is not exempt, though
maybe we are too close to it to identify its peculiarities.
Can we call it the Permissive Age-the Computer Age-
The  Age  of Affluence,  of Women's  Lib-or what?
To be  entirely Cwith it',  is  `worldliness' to  resemble  the
Athenians of Acts 17..21,  itching to hear and conform to
the  latest fad? Some  readers perhaps  notice  this in the
pressure for sisters' participation in meetings, in the rash
of choruses with doggerel words and trendy tunes, in hair

and dress styles and much else. Alternatively, to opt out
altogether  is  to  become  freaks,  rather  like  the  Amish
people in the U.S.A., who will not use motor cars and
wear antique clothing. We do not go that far but . . . what
about our adherence to archaic language in prayer and
Bible translations, our preference for old hymnbooks and
obsolete service timing, and the alleged litany regarding
`1ong-haired men and short-haired women'? In our anxiety
to avoid worldliness, we can topple over the other way.
The answer is surely to steer a middle course between the
Scylla of conformity and the Charybdis of rejection of the
spirit of the age. Herein lies the value of scripture. as pro-
viding  an  unchanging  norm,  anchoring  us  to  eternal
values. Even so, our ways of understanding the Bible are
influenced by fashion. We must neither cleave to mistaken
interpretations because they are old nor accept new ideas
for  their  mere  novelty.
The spirit of the age can be demonic or divine. It can be
the  Devil's  latest diversion  on  the  one  hand  or,  on  the
other,  the fresh thing that God wants to  do.  Hence we
have to be sensitive to the Spirit of God. He can keep us in
touch on both aspects,  enabling us to evaluate  current
trends, so as to refuse what is wrong and accept what is
right. By our attached detachment, we can be light when
mankind enters a tunnel and salt when society gees rotten.
The Christian is no more a chaser of hares than a hopeless
stuck-in-the-mud.  In  contact with  God  and  man,  he  is
God's instrument to guide and inform, train and purify
the  spirit  of the  age.

JOHN POLKINGHOENE
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Who are the Brethren
and does it Inatter?

Some reflections on the
current Brethren identity crisis

Haroid Rowden, Consultin`g Editor Of
HAH:VI=sTE:R and Lecturer at London Bible
Co[le`ge, has wide experience Of the
present state Of the Brethren movement
{rs weu as being one Of its leadin`g
historians. This month he be`gins a series
on the Brethren mo+iernent -its roots, its
identity, its reidtionship with other
Christians, its f ilture.

Who  are  the  Brethren?  No,  this  is  not
going to be a list of Brethl`en beliefs and
practices.  That  has  been  done  by  F.  I.
Bruce in a booklet bearing that title, and
more fully by Peter Cousins in his admir-
able  little  book,  T7zc Bri€tJtrt7n  (Religious
Education  Press).  Actuallv  it  is  not  too
difficult  to  compile  a  list.  of the  things
commonly   believed   and   practised   by
those who are known as Brethren. What
is  much  more  difficult  is  to  capture  the
csscrlfc  of what  it  means  to  be  denom-
inated  Brethren  rather  than  Anglican,
Baptist  or  whatever.
More   is   involved   than   featuring  in   a
published  list  of addressc`s  of places  of
worship;   or   subscribing   to   particular
magazines;  or  sending  out  missionaries
in fellowship with the editors of a certain
missionary   magazine.    Devoid   of   an.v
church  structures   other  than   those  of
local    churches,    and   lacking   normal
denominational      superstructures,      the
Brethren  movement  might  appear  to be
nothing   more   than   an   indeterminate
number of local churches which mav or
may  not  relate  to  other  local  chur;hes
around  them  or  to  similar  churches  in
other  localities.
Yet  it  is  not  as  simple  as  that.  For  the
churches of which we speak are bound
together in a number of wa.vs. They belong
together historically as part of a pheno-
menon of modem church history which is
arecognizablefeatureoftheecc.1esiastical
landscape.  They  do  not  include  all  the
churches in an area, a country, the world,
but possess  certain  distinguishing  char-
acteristics which,  as  we  shall  see  later,
are  not as  numerous  or  as  clear-cut  as
once they were, but which-taken together
-mark them off from most, if not all other
churches.    Furthermore,    they    possess
powerful   infrastructures-for   instance,
itinerant ministry, organized conferences,
magazines  and  other  publications  pro-
duced  primarily  for  their  own  use-
which bind them together and give them
a  sense  of identity.

1:A crisis
Of identity

Harold H.
Rowdon

But does it matter?, someone is bound to
ask.  Is  it  not  better  to  leave  the  rough
edges indeterminate rather than attempt
to  define  them precisely?  To  do  so,  it is
arguable, would be to distinguish between
Brethren and other churches in a wav that
is  sectarian.
Curiously,  this kind of argument can be
heard   coming  from  both  ends  of  the
Brethren  spectrum.  At  the  more  tradi-
tional  end,  where  there  is  considerable
reluctance  to  change  I.eceived  ideas  and
practices,  the  argument  runs  like  this.
Those called bv others `Brethren' are,  in
fact, nothing riore than Christians. They
wish to say or do nothing which would
distinguish them from other Christians. It
is not always realized that implicit within
this  claim  is  the  implication  that  other
Christians oz/`g7tf to be meeting with them
for  thev  alone  meet  on  valid  Christian
ground-:  there is nothing sectai.ian about
£Jtcm.  The  objection  to  admitting a  dis-
tinctive Brethren identitv would therefore
seem to be an unwillingness to admit that
the Brethi`en position is one of a number
of more  or  less  acceptable  alternatives.
It  stands  alone.
The  reluctance  of those  at  the  opposite
end of the Brethren spectrum-the open-
minded  end  which  is  committed  not  to
perpetuating  a  received  tradition  for  its
own sake but to appl.ving the teaching of
scripture to changing conditions tmsting
in the direction of the Hol.v Spirit-their
reluctance to acknowledging any kind of
Brethren   identity   arises   fi`om   almost
opposite  conside-rations.
In   addition   to   relatively   unimportant
criteria-such as a deep concern not to be
bracketed together with Exclusive Breth-
ren,  or for that matter traditional  Open
Brethren-their main objection seems to
be the fear that it will cut them off from
fellouship with their non-Brethren fellow-
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Christians.  Not for them a concentration
on the things that they share in common
with other Brethren, if that has the effect
of diverting attention from their ties with
other  Christians  who  do  not  happen  to
belong to the same ecclesiastical ti.adition.
Thev are rather like those in Corinth who
disa-vowed  being  followers  of men  like
Paul. Apollos or Cephas, but claimed to
be  followers  of Christ  (1  Cor.   1..12)!

Whv is there an identity
crisis?
Mention  has  already been  made  of the
Exclusive Brethren,  and there can be no
doubt  that  one  factor  in  iliducing  the
current identity crisis has been the pub-
licity  given  to  the  Brethren  as  a  result
of  the  tratlc  developments  within  the
Exclusives  during the past few decades.
It   was   some   time   before   the   media
bec`ame aware of the distinction between
Exclusive and Open Brethren.  The term,
Brethren, became associated with crack-
pot  regulations,   ostracism  of  non-con-
forming relatives. broken marriages and
broken   homes,   bitterness,   inhumanity
and  even  suicide.    ,
Eventually the media mostly realized that
the Exclu.sives had broken off all relation-
ships with their Open counterparts nearly
a century and a half ago, and constituted
a  distin-ct  and  separate  entity.   But  the
damage  had  been  done.  The  name  of
Bi`ethren   had   been   tarnished.   It   had
acquired overtones which made it embar-
rassing. An.v attempt to dissociate it from
these overtones calls for close scrutiny of
Brethren  identitv.
Meanwhile   soinething   else   had   been
happening which was to cause long and
hard thinking about the same subject. At
least since the second world war, a steady
drift  away  fi.om  Brethren  churches  had
been  taking  place.   Men  called  up  for
militar`7 se]vice  during and immediately
after trie war, and students going away to
college as a result of the boom in higher
education   during   the   post-war  years,
discovered that there were genuine Chris-
tians in non-Brethren churches. In many
cases  the.v  had  been  taught  that  other
churches were apostate, or at least riddled
with modemism, and that true Christianity
was all but non-existent outside Brethren
circles.
Not only did they discover that this was
not so, but they also found fellowship in
non-Brethren churches where the gospel



was faithfully preached, the Word of God
tautht with a power and authority beyond
anything they had known before, and the
people  of God  cared for pastorally in a
way to which they had not been accus-
tomed. (Of course this was not the exper-
ience of all, but it happened often enough
to  be  significant.)
The  process  continued,  if only  because
the 'sixties witnessed a degree of spiritual
revival  in  (usually)  Anglican  churches
which was nmning parallel with a decline
of spiritual life and vigour in some Breth-
ren churches. A little later, the bestnnings
of similar  revival  in  Baptist  (and  some
other)  churches  antedated  the  spiritual
stirrings   which   we   are   bestnning   to
experience   in   a   number   of  Brethren
churches.
There were other reasons for the spiritual
`brain drain' of indeterminate but prob-
ably substantial proportions which took
place. The intransigence of the leadership
in  some  of the  churches  that  possessed
leadership; the suspicion (and sometimes
the   jealousy)    shown   towards   `angry
young men'; the terrible incubus resulting
from minority rule  (otherwise known as
the  principle  of  not  taking  a  decision
without unanimity); and the reluctance of
some dominant Brethren to take seriously
the aspirations, and even the undoubted
spiritual sifts of younger people; these are
some  of them.
That those who made the transition from
Brethren  to   other  types  of  evangelical
church  were  not  all  worthless  malcon-
tents is shown by the number of highly
respected ministers of churchesTTAn8lican
as well as Free Church-and deacons of
Baptist  and  Independent  Free  churches
who  acknowledge  (almost always with-
out  bitterness  and  often  with  nostalgia)
their  Brethren  roots.
One of the major reasons for founding the
Christian  Brethren  Reseal`ch  Fellowship
was a desire to staunch this haemorrhage.
Inevitabl.v, the question of Brethren iden-
titv  had  to  be  raised.
It.was during the same post-war pei`iod
that Open Brethren began to show signs
of moving awa.v fi`om what is technicallv
known as a `sect mentalitw' to a `denomin--
ational'  stance.  This  ca.n  be  seen  in  a
number of wa.vs. Some churches began to
replace their `tin tabei.nacles' with build-
ings  of brick  or  stone.  Instead  of being
called  `Hall',  these  meeting places  were
dubbed `Chapel' or `Evangelical Church'.
Rather than holding `meetings' at which
`addresses' were given b.v `speakers', they

arranged   `seivices'   during  which   `ser-
mons'  were  delivei`ed  b.v  `preachers'.
Almost  without  realizing  it,  they  were
taking  their place  as  one  of a  range  of
denominational options instead of assum-
ing a position of solitary splendour with
their  own  style  of architecture,  nomen-
clature  and  procedure,  as  if theirs  was
the only valid Christian presence which,
therefore, should be seen to be different in
as  many  ways  as  possible.
Once again, the question of identity was
being  raised.
Also   during   this   period,   movements,

activities   and   publishing   events   were
taking   place   which   highHghted   that
question.
A private  conference,  held  in a  London
hotel in 1953, probed into the contentious
issue   of  the   study   of  propheey,   and
showed that controversial matters  could
be debated in an atmosphere of mutual
acceptance    and    understanding+ueven
though differences of opinion remained!
It was followed by a similar conference
on the Holy Spirit,  and the still-running
series of more open conferences held first
at  High  Leigh  and  then  at  Swanwick.
These  probed  deeply  into  the  ecclesias-
tical, doctrinal and ethical perspectives of
Brethren  thinking.
Perhaps   the   most  sigiificant  of  these
conferences-for our present purpose-
was the one held in 1978, with its report
published in 1979 under the title Where de
We Lgo from  JicJi€? This revealed willing-
ness  on  the  part  of some  well-known
ministers  of the  Word  to  question  the
validity  of Brethren  going into  the  later
decades  of  the  twentieth  century  with
methods  unchanged  and  problems  un-
examined.  Hostile  reviews  in  the  more
conservative Brethren magazines pointed
up the polarization to which we will turn
presently and which proves to the hilt that
there  is  a  Brethren  identity  crisis.
But first we must look at the foundation of
the Christian Brethren Research Fellow-
ship (1963) and the publication ofA IV`gw
Testanerit Cor"'nentary for Today (1969)
and  A  Bible   Commentary  for   Today
(1979).  CBRF  provided  a  rallying-point
for those men and women who are com-
mitted to Brethren churches but sit rela-
tively loose to Brethren traditions crs sz/ch.
The  commentaries  showed  that,  despite
their losses to other churches, the Brethren
still included among their number those
who  were  acquainted  with  the  biblical
languages and possessed the gift of bibli-
cal exegesis. For some, they restored con-
fidence in the movement. For others they
showed that traditional interpretations of
scripture  were  losing  their  popularity,
since they were not particularly stressed
in the commentaries and were sometimes
conspicuous bv their absence. A vigorous
`conservative  backlash'  followed.   CERT

became  a  `dirty'  term  in  some  quarters.
The     commentaries     received     hostile
reviews.    Young   people    were    sternl.v
cautioned against the `foe within' as well
as those `without'. Nor was it easv for less
traditional Brethren to speck well of their
more  traditional  counterparts.
Polarization    is    nothing   new    among
Brethren.  For  that  matter,  every  move-
ment tends to have left and right wings!
The bitter controversies of earlier davs are
best    forgotten-except    as    war.nings
against going that way again.  For if one
thing  is  clear  about  the  Brethren  scene
today  it  is  the  fact  of polarization.  You
can see it in the range of magazines pub-
lished for the same constituency. It shows
itself in sharply contrasting styles of Bible
exposition.  It  may  be  discerned  in  the
alternative conferences that are available
with their almost entirely different choice
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of speakers. In some areas there are even
options   in  youth   ranies!   But  for   the
absence  of formal  connexionalism  and
the measure  of grace exercised on both
sides there would surely have been some
kind  of open  rift by  now.
So who is in a position to speak for the
Brethren?
As  a result of the  freedom which some
Brethren churches feel able to exercise in
good conscience,  a further complicating
factor has arisen. The application of bib-
lical principles to life in the contemporary
world   has   caused   some   churches   to
appear to step out of line.  For example,
realizing that Sunday  evening is  one  of
the worst times in the week for effective
evangelism,   an   increasing  number   of
churches have opted for Sunday morning
family services instead of the traditional
Sunday  evening  gospel  meetings.  Some-
times this has resulted in a Sunday evening
communion  service  (not  an  apparently
unbiblical  practice  on  the  face  of it!).
Again, faced with a grave lack of pastoral
care  and/or  time  for biblical  study and
teaching,  some  churches have  opted for
the use of resident full-time workers (by
no means an unknown practice abroad,
though not so  common  in this  country)
in  a  serious  effort  to  provide  adequate
spiritual care and food for God's people
without compromise of biblical teaching.
An  even  more  dramatic  example  is  the
fact  that,  alerted  by  current  trends,  an
increasing number of churches have gone
back to scripture to see if they have cor-
rectly understood its teaching on matters
such as the role of women in the church
and  the  range  of  spiritual  Sfts  given
today. As a result they have sometimes felt
it  right  to  amend  traditional  practices.
Sometimes the changes have been of such
magnitude  as  to  cause  more  traditional
Brethren churches to distance themselves
(a far cry from the disavowal of any kind
of Brethren identity!).  For their part,  the
churches  that  have  made  such  changes
have sometimes played down their Breth-
ren  connections,   even  to   the  point  of
den,ving  that  they  exist!
Another  reason  for  a  Brethren  identity
crisis!
Finally-and   importantly-a   growing
number of churches standing rig.ht outside
the Brethren movement have adopted one
or more of the once distinctive hallmarks
of Brethren  identity.  Shared  leadership,
open   worship,   and   clear   evangelistic
preaching  on  a  regular  basis  are  cases
in  point.  There  are  Anglican  churches
with lay pastors  (as well as lay readers,
deaconesses  and  one  or  more  curates).
They may also use periods of open wor-
ship. Similarly, an increasing number of
Baptist churches are appointing elders to
assist the minister in pastoral care,  and
some  of them,  too,  make  provision  for
open worship, often in the context of the
Lord's  Supper.  There  never  was  more
than a hairbreadth between a certain type
of Baptist church and  a certain kind of
Brethren church. Now the hair has been
split!
It should be clear by now that there is an

continued on page 6



CAN IT BE DONE?
A Response to

`Fire in the Fireplace'

John Baigent
FollowingthepublieationOfthearticle
on the work Of the Holy Spirit in renewal
in February and March, John Bai`gent
makes sore personal observattous.
Comnents , q uestious and elperienees
Of readers on be artiele `Fire in the
Fireplace' , and subsequent resporrses,
are most welcone.

I welcome the publication of `Fire in the
Fireplace'. Perhaps that is because I agree
with so much of it! (I was also very happy
with the editor's introduction. ) Neverthe-
less,  some  personal  observations  which
arise  from  reading  the  Te  Atatu  Bible
Chapel statement may be useful to stimu-
late  further  discussion.
It would be good if it became a regular
practice  for  the  elders  of a  church  not
only to meet together for study, discussion
and prayer on some of the controversial
issues which face us at the moment (e.g.
divorce   and   remarriage,   the   role   of
women, as well as the charismatic move-
ment) in an attempt to arrive at a common
understanding  and  agreed  policy,  but
also to produce a statement to present to
the church so that it is aware of its elders'
position on a particular issue. Ideally, this
statement should be in draft form and the
church should be tlven the opportunity to
comment  on  it  before  the  final  form  is
produced (the elders surely do not have a
monopoly  of spiritual  wisdom!).
My  knowledge   of  conditions   amongst
Brethren assemblies in the UK is neces-
sarily lilnited, but I get the impression that
reactions  to  the  charismatic  movement
amongst  the  more  open  assemblies  are
more diverse and less ristd and concerted
than they appear to have been amongst
New Zealand assemblies (as described b_v

Peter Lineham in CBRJ No.34). Generally
speaking, elders have rejected the charis-
matic  `package'  (theories  and practices)
as  a  whole,  usually  on  the  grounds  of
traditional  interpretation  and  emotional
reactions, and often without really exam-
ining  it  biblically  or  distinguishing  its
various  aspects.  They  have  not  usually
insisted that those in their fellowship who
disagree with the traditional view should
withdraw, but where people have tried to
force the issue on a church, withdrawals
and   even   splits  have   inevitably  taken
place, often leaving an assembly bereft of
Younger people.  Many assemblies,  howl
ever, show little evidence of having been
influenced bv the charismatic movement;
others  have.been  affected  to  a  lesser  or
greater extent by its style of worship (but
many of those who happil.v sing the new
songs  and  choruses  do  not  realize  the
implications  of some  of the  words!).  A
few assemblies are gradually adopting a
moderate charismatic position similar to
that expressed in the statement, carefully
seeking   to    guard    against   unbiblical
theology  and  practices  and  unspiritual
excesses.
The main questions that arise in my mind
when I read such a statement are:  How
successful has it been in maintaining the
unitv of the local church? Can a church
operate    satisfactorily    with    a    `mixed
economy'   (i.e.   where   charismatic   and
non-charismatic views and practices are
allowed)? What are the possible `1imits of
toleration' in theology and practice for a
church to function harmoniously? Should
a  church  appoint  as  an  elder  someone
who  holds  a  different view  on  such  an
issue?   Is   there   in   practice   a   `middle
ground'   between   the   full   charismatic

continued from page 5

identity crisis of considerable proportions.
Many   are   embarrassed   by   the   term,
Brethren.   Some   have   become   disillu-
sioned with traditional forms of Brethren
church life and have either moved else-
where or modified the supposedly sacro-
sanct pattern. In response, others have set
their faces  against change  and  reiterate
the old shibboleths, while of those who
have  changed,   some  have  carried  the
process  so  far  as  to  raise  the  question

whether  the  term,  Brethren,  is  appro-
priate to them-assuming that they wish
to   be   known   as    such!    Meanwhile,
churches from other traditions have taken
on some of the most distinctive features of
a Brethren church. It really is difficult to
know who  the  Brethren  are!
Further articles in this series will look at
relevant scriptural teaching and practice,
and will glance at appropriate historical
evidence,   before   facing   head-on   the
question  of Brethren  identity  today.
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position and the anti-charismatic position,
or   does   the   statement   represent   an
impossible  `balancing act' which  event-
ually and inevitably will fall off the fence
one way or other-an attempt (to change
the  metaphor)  to  have  one's  cake  and
eat  it?
Those who  believe  that  the  charismatic
position  is  unscriptural  will  hardly  be
convinced by a statement like this, for all
its  irenical  tone  and  moderate  conclu-
sions.  The  statement  does  not,  in  fact,
attempt to  answer  the  objections  of the
traditional  view  (e.g.  that  certain  tlfts
were `sign ctfts' and intended only for the
apostolic age), although we must assume
that  those  who  framed   the   statement
faced them squarely and met them satis-
factorily.  Similarly, those who accept the
colnplete   Pentecostal   theology   of   the
necessity of a Cbaptism in the Spirit' and
speaking with tongues will not be satis-
fled   with   the   cautious   and   balanced
remarks  on  these  issues.
The difficulty is that we are not dealing
with a purely theoretical issue like differ-
ing  views   on   eschatology   ('prophecy')
which need not impinge on the practical
life of a church and on which there need
not be a `party line'. Even differing views
and practices relating to baptism can co-
exist  in  one  assembly,  although  that  is
more difficult. It may be possible to have
a varietv of views regarding spiritual Sfts
and the- wav of sanctification and even to
allow   free.  expression   of  these   views
within the church, but eventually a policy
decision  has  to  be  made  on  whether
certain  sifts are to be regarded as valid
for today and when  (if at all)  they may
be exercised in the meetings of that parti-
cular  church.
It is at this point that some feel it neces-
sary to withdraw from membership of a
particular assembly and seek fellowship
elsewhere. This may be most unfortunate
and painful, but whether it is spiritually
destructive will depend upon the attitudes
of those involved.  Such a separation can
be effected with mutual and loving agree-
ment to  differ  and  need  not preclude  a
continuation  of contact  and  occasional
fellowship.  Similarly,  assemblies  which
come to differing positions on the charis-
matic issue need not cease to have contacts
with  one  another,  although  combined
meetings  may  necessitate  some  kind  of
compromise.
I  have  quite  a  lot  more  questions  on
specific details in the statement but have
thought it best to confine my remarks to
some  of the  broad  issues  involved.  For
many of us, this is still an on-going debate
in which we are trying to be open to the
Spirit's   illumination   of  the   scriptures
rather  than  being  pressurised  by  the
forceful  persuasion  (in  writing  and  in
person) of the protagonists on either side.
It would  be  most  helpful  if those  who
have had first-hand experience of dealing
with the impact of the charismatic move-
ment on the life of a local church could
share  their  experiences  with  us  in  the
pages  of rIARVESTER.



LEARNING TOGETHER

Pat Wearn
InthelighiOfchangingsocialpatterna,
the conversion Offwilies with no
previous Christidr? conneqion., ar4.|he•need to apply Grod's Word_to the full

range Of age and sp_iritual rr}atur.ity,
mdrny Of us are looking again at how
we use Sunday. Pat Wearm reports on
sore Of the cha;nges that have
eneou;ougedgrowthatBearwood
Chapel, Snethwick.

What name shall we choose? We had
come to a stage where this was our
pressingproblem.Well,yes,Isuppose
you could say that we were attemp-
ting to  name  a  `new baby',  and we
wanted   to   find   one   that   would
indicate to all what  our aim was in
introducing this,  another  service  to
our Sunday moming programme. For
some time a need had been felt by a
growing  number  of people  in  the
churchthatweoughttoincludeatime
when families from within the church
and  from  the  neighbourhood  could
come    together   and   meaningfully
worship the Lord as a group.  Even-
tually, `Family Bible Time' became the
accepted  name,  expressing  the  fact
that God's Word and the family unit
were the essential ingredients of our
new venture. This was some four or
five   years   ago,   and   now   Sunday
mornings  are  strangely  different  in
Augusteachyearwhenweclosedown
for  a  month.  Looking  in  from  the
outside,  it  may  well  seem  that  our
Sunday morning has become a mara-

thon, but, in practice, the addition of
F.B.T. has been a real `plus' in the life
of the church for all the age gI.oups.
Our Breaking of Bread service  runs
from   10.15-11.15   a.in.,   and  this   is
followed   by    most    people    going
through   into   our   rear   hall   and
enjoyingacupofcoffeeorsquash,and
fellowship. During this time the over-
head projector and screen are set up,
the    orchestra    and    music    stands`organized', and the seating and P.A.
adapted.   In   our   first   service   we
worship  in  a  `square'  and  we just
remove the seats on the `north', thus
still leaving a feeling of all being very
much   together   and   part   of  the
proceedings.   At   11.40   a.in.   F.B.T.
beginsandweallstayintogetheruntil
12.00  noon.  F.B.T.  is  `steered'  by  a
committee consisting of ten or twelve
men and women, most of whom are
involved in teaching youngsters and
who are responsible in twos for the
first twenty minutes of each F.B.T. for
a    month.    During    these    twenty
minutes the theme for the day, which
we    take   from   Scripture    Union's
`Leaming    Together'    materials,    is
introduced in a variety of ways.  By
having ten different people involved
in  each  five  months,  many  varied
approaches are used and it has been
most  interesting to  `experience'  and
discover the hitherto unknown skills
that  have  come  to  light.  We  try to
involve the youngsters in this section
and make use of drama, quizzes, etc.,
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aswellashavinga`verseofthemonth'
and an offering for the month. As we
have  embraced the  Covenanter  `A11-
age Package' in the church, there are
often  badges,  certificates  and  other
awards to be presented at this time. At
noon,  all  those  eighteen  years  and
undergoofftotheirdifferentteaching
groups and the adults are left in the
main hall with their speaker and the
service ends for all at 12.35 p.in. We
celebrate  Christmas,  Mother's  Day,
Easter,  Whitsun,  Harvest  and  such
events by  having an  `open  Sunday'
when a suitable speaker will talk to all
the age-groups. This year we followed
our  Harvest  F.B.T.  with  a  `Plough-
man's   Lunch'   and  hot   apple   and
blackberry crumbles. Having catered
for  about   eighty,   a  hundred  and
twentyjoined us. It was a goodjob we
had some `spare' bread on the harvest
display! Injune we organize a Family
Bible Time outing and we also have a
special evening service called `Family
Sunday Festival', which lays emphasis
ontheparticipationoftheyoungsters.
We   have   found   that   F.B.T.   has
generatedarealfamilyfeelwithinthe
church.  Quite  a  few  parents  of the
younger  children join  us  regularly
and a number of the older local ladies,
whogoalongtotheMondayWomen's
Meeting, and men who get to know us
through  their  Wednesday  moming
Coffee  Time,  are  now  worshipping
with  us  each  Sunday  moming.  We
continually    encourage    our    older
members to sit with and get to know
the younger ones, and in many cases
this has been encouraging. Some may
be saying that this arrangement has
produced,  or  forced,  two  congrega-
tions.  We  were  very  aware  of this
pessibility from the outset and many
were praying that this would not be
the case. There must be about six folks
whocomeregularlytothefirstservice
who, for one reason or another, never
stayonforthesecondsession.Thevast
majority stay most Sundays and enjoy
both services. We find that although
we anticipated that folks would rush
off at  the  end of F.B.T.,  the reverse
situation   has   operated.   We   rarely
leave much before 1.00 p.in. because
we are all chatting so much, and I feel
it has contributed highly to the caring
and  friendship  within  our  church,
both towards one another and to those
who come in to join us. We strongly
felt that if we were to make the move
to  add  this  extra  dimension  to  our
Sunday morning, we ought to have it
added each week and not just once a
month. Our aim in the adult teaching
section is Bible teaching for Christians
withanevangelisticthrust.Wefindin
practice    that    the    liveliness    and
informality of F.B.T.  has made it  an
excellent way of introducing folks to
our church, and this has led to several
people beginning to come to our first
service on Sunday morning as well.



SHEPHERD THE FLOCK
The Elder
as Ruler

Neil Summerton
This  article  returns  to  an  issue  of gITeat
importance. In discussing the tasks of the
elder, the need for congregational leader-
ship was stressed as a matter of principle.
The purpose of this article is to consider
the  task  of  leadership  in  more  detail
because  of  its  intrinsic  importance  in
facilitating  the  spiritual  and  numerical
growlh of the congregation and because
of the danger that elders will neglect its
importance  with   the   result   that  their
congregations will suffer through loss of
morale and purpose. For elders are often
well aware that they must pastor,  teach
and   (when   necessary)   discipline;   and
they make conscientious attempts to carry
out  these  tasks.  But  they  can  be  insuf-
ficiently aware  that leadership is one of
the prime purposes for which these tasks
are undertaken, with the result that their
oversight has something of a  caretaking
character:  while  conscientious  work  is
done,  neither they nor  the  congregation
are presented with an.v serious challenge
to growth, and stagnation or decline can
be  the  result.

The special character of
Christian leadership
It can be argued that at the extremes there
are two views of leadership to be found in
evangelical congregations. The first iden-
tifies the leader's task as himself to under-
take  the bulk of the  spiritual  and  other
distinctively  Christian  work  within  the
congregation;  in this understanding,  the
members  of the  congregation  are  little
more  than  attenders  and  consumers  of
the spiritual product of those recognized
as  congregational  leaders.  At  the  other
extreme-and  in  reaction  to  the  first-
this  is  a  characteristic  Brethren  under-
standing; not only are the various tasks of
ministry   and   service   widely   devolved
upon members of the congregation, but
so  too  is  leadership.
In their different ways, both these under-
standings are a negation of the concept of
leadership. The latter denies the need for
it and can be characterized as a forln of
anarchy. In the former, since there is little
or no activity on the part of the congreg-
ation,  there  is  no  requirement  for  the
relationship which constitutes leadership.
Resistance in Brethren circles to the idea
that certain individuals in a congregation
should take the lead in congregational life
by reason of sift and office has both prac-
tical and  theoretical  sources.  Sometimes

res,istance can be attributed to plain envy,
as in any other type of group. In Christian
groups, which hold a high view of ordin-
ation, bffice tends to be identified with trie
ritht  and  duty  of  leadership,  so  that,
whatever the  respective spiritual  sifts of
the  minister  and  other  members  of the
congregation,   the   latter   are   generally
(bLlt  in  practice  not  always)  willing  to
recognize that it is the task of the ordained
man  to  give  leadership  to  the  congl.eg-
ation.   But  in  congregations  holding  a
more charismatic understanding of sifts
an¢iherefore responsibility for ministry
and §elvice`,- there is inevltablv and neces-
sarily less` distinction, in term-s of mihistry
and  service,  between  officeholders  and
others.  It  remains  a  fact  however  that
human  groups,  however  loosely  struc-
tured, cannot function without some kind
of leadership.  Consequently, resentments
easilv  arise  when  individuals,  whether
Sftea or not,  find that the  congregation
is  looking  to  a  person  or  persons  other
than themselves to take  the lead in con-
gregational  life.   In  such  a  case,   these
resentments   mav   be   rationalized   bv
arguing that the -biblical principle of th-e
multiplicity  and  dispersion  of  spiritual
Sfts  implies  that  there  is  no  need  for
leadership.  Even where there is no such
rationalization, the biblical principle can
be  held  with  great  commitment  so  that
the  effect  is  identical.
Despite the earlier references to the legiti-
mary  of the  principle  of congi`egational
leadership,   it  may  be  worth  dwelling
on one  aspect of it here,  in the hope  of
clarifying   understanding   both   of   the
functioning  of charismatic  tlft  and  the
need    for    responsible    congregational
leadership. A key term for understanding
congregational life in the New Testament
is   that   of  fellowship   (c/,   Acts   2..42).
Implicit  in  the  term  are  the  notions  of
partnership,  sharing  and  common  life.
It was most obviouslv manifested in  the
early church in the sharing of goods and
property (Acts 4..32, tp 34137). Much else
was  shared,  however,  including  grace
and  the  work of the  gospel  (see PJ„.!£p-
phaus 2..5 tp 7). The wide distribution of
spiritual  sift  is  itself a  manifestation  of
this partnership, as is recognized b.v the
reference in the traditional `Grace' to the
`fellowship of the Holy Spirit'. In turn, all
this reflects the partnership implicit in the
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biblical  understanding  of the  Godhead.
But the equal standing of the Persons in
the Godhead in no way implies that the
Son and the Holy Spirit are not subordi-
nate to the Father (see I Con.r]fJzha7'zs 3..23
t3P 11..3 and Hcbrt7ws 5..8) or that initiative
in the work of the Godhead does not flow
from  the  Father   (see,   e.g.,  Johrz  5..17,
19-20,  &  30., & Hebrews  5:4-5  &  10).
Similarly,  while  we  can  rightly  claim
brotherhood  with  Christ  as joint  heirs
with him (Rorrz4ns 8..17), we nevertheless
regard  ourselves  as  those  who  are  to
follow  him  as  disciples.
There is no reason for supposing that the
church functions on a different basis and
the New Testame`nt is full of examples .not
only of individuals who take the initiative
in church life, but of the expectation that
this ought to be the case (¢, Timothy and
Titus). It is true that the notions of fellow-
ship and partnership imply not hierarchy
but group functioning and relatively loose
stluctures in which each member has a
similar  standing.  But  it  does  not follow
from that that each member of the group
has preciselv the same role or that he or
she  is  entirely autonomous  (if the  latter
were so there would be no group and no
fellowship). As leadership is an essential
ingredient for effective group functioning,
elders  and  congregations  alike  need  to
grasp that, with due respect to the wide
exercise  of gift,  it  is  incumbent  on  the
elders,  in true servanthood and partner-
ship  with  the  congregation,   to  supply
leadership  to  it,  and  to  see  that  it  is
supplied in respect of all the groups and
ministries  within  it.
This point has been laboured because it is
all too eary, especially for a group leader-
ship, to forget that it has a distinctive part
to play and that, if it fails to provide that
vital ingredient, the congregation will be
the  poorer  for  it.

The specifics of
congregational leadership
It may assist in understanding of the task
of congregational  leadership  if it is  dis-
tinguished  into  a  number  of  different
strands.  First,  there  is  I.r7jfhafz.ng various
ministries,  activities  and  service]  within
the   congregation.   rtypically,   this   will
require  that  under  the  Holy  Spirit  the
pastoral and other needs of the congrega-
tion  should  be  kept  under  review  and
opportunities for outreach and community
service  should  be  considered,  with  the



explicit purpose of identifying pussibiHties
for ministry and service,  deciding prior-
ities,  identifying sift in the congregation
to  carry  out  those  possible  ministries,
matching  those  gifts  to  the  needs  (it  is
useless to initiate a ministry if the persons
charged with it do not have the  appro-
priate spiritual sifts) , and commissioning
individuals  or  groups  to  undertake  the
chosen  ministries  (groups should  them-
selves be placed under clearly identified
leadership).  In dischargivg tllis respons-
ibility  the  elders  should  not  forget  that
initiative  may  come  from  others  in  the
congregation rather than from the elders
themselves. In that case, the question will
be how the elders should respond to it-
whether  they  encourage  it,  or  choke  it
without   proper   consideration.   But   it
would be strange if it were to be seen that
initiative  was   never   coming  from   the
recogriized  leaders  of the  congregation.
Secondly,   groups  and  individuals  will
need gttidfng and czf racting in their various
ministries.   These   functions   have   two
aspects.  Each ministry,  service and acti-
vity being undertaken in the congregation
should be monitored by the elders with
the   object  of  givng  such  steering  as
appears necessary from time to time. This
function should not be neglected:  Chris-
tian leaders can sometimes be successful
in  initiating  a  work,  but  can  then  fail
conspicuously in taking any overt interest
in it subsequently, so that the individual
or group concerned is left to struggle with
the task apparently forgotten. The initia-
five  for  discussion  and  review  should
not  be  left  with  those  undertaking  the
particular  ministry,  if only  because  the
first  the  elders  may  then  hear  of diffi-
culties is likely to be the despairing cry for
help.  To  ensure  that  the  elders  do  not
neglect any ministry, it may be desirable
that they  should  have  aITangements  for
regular discussion of each ministry with
those  who  are  undertaking  it.  Beyond
that, it is desirable that the elders should
ensure   that  those  who   undertake   the
various   ministries   should  be   properly
prepared and developed for their tasks; in
particular, those who lead key ministries,
e.g.,  the  leaders  of house  groups  or  of
youth  clubs,   should  be   stven  specific
training,  either by the elders themselves
or b.v someone broutht in for the pulpQse.
The elders also need to ensure that they
give proper guidance and direction to the
cor.gregahon as a whole. Too often con-
gregations   feel   that   their   leaders   are
simply allowing things to drift aimlessly.
Elders should review regularly the life of
the  congregation  as a whole and all  its
ministries   and   sifts   and   consider   in
prayer its overall needs and the coherence,
relevance and effectiveness of its current
ministries.  They  must,  too,  seek  under
God to look to the future and ask what are
the   fundamental   matters  which   need
attention and stimulation if the congrega-
tion is to make major progress in spiritual
growlh  and  evangelism-it  would  be
salutary if from  time  fo  time  the  elders
were  to  ask the Lord where  he  expects
them to lead the flock in, say, the next five

years.   What  are  to  be  the  objectives.?
What is the agenda for achieving them?
What  are  the  alTangements  and  struc-
tures  needed?
The overall direction and guidance of the
congregation in this way is a major task
and it may be necessary for the elders to
make special arrangements to discharge
it, for example, by seeking the congrega-
tion's leave to go into retreat specifically
in  order  to  give  the  matter  sustained
prayer and discussion. It is a task which
requires  prophetic  vision,  which  once
received will  need  to be  communicated
effectively  to  the  congregation.
A   third   component   of  congregational
leadership is that of cncounngtng the flock.
Christian ministry and service is not eary.
Even  where  regular  arTangements  are
made  for  the  review  of activities,  those
leading them will be exposed to continual
temptation  to  discouragement  and  des-
pair,  which  are  frequent  methods  by

`Enabling' encapsulates the
distinctive feature of
Christian leadership which
is missed whenever it is
assumed that charismatic
gift renders leadership
unnecessary.

which  Satan  seeks  to  render  Christian
ministry   ineffective.    The   elders   need
between them to retain close contact with
all who undertake the various ministries
of the  congregation  in  order  to be  sure
that nothing is wrong, to take an interest
in the work, and to discharge the pastoral
task of encouragement. Here, tact will be
needed:  it is  important  that  on  the  one
hand those concerned should feel that the
elders care about them; and on the other
that the impression should not be  given
that they are not to be trusted to do thejob
properly without  constant  monitoring.
Finally, congregational ministries may on
occasion  need  corifrozJfng.   Even  in  the
best ordered congregation, things will go
wrong and there may be disputes between
individuals,    or   within   and   between
groups, which will need to be regulated.
Moreover,  ministries  and  activities  may
need to be restmctured; some may need,
with  due  pastoral  care  and  tact,  to  be
closed down as no longer serving useful
spiritual   and   practical   purposes-as
sapping  spiritual  strenorh  and  growlh
rather than contributing to it (¢, £phe-
siaus  4:15-16).
Properly undertaken,  these  tasks are by
no  means  negligible,  though  unhappily
they are frequently neglected. They bring
into use in various ways the elder's tasks
which  have  already  been  examined-
those of pastoring,  teaching and ruling.
If they are to be summed up, it would be
in a single word frequently used in other
evangelical  traditions  in  respect  of the
full-time congregational workers-that of
cncLbzirtg the congregation and each indi-
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vidual member to fulfil the various minis-
tries and service to which the Lord has
called them.  `Enabling' encapsulates the
distinctive feature of Christian leadership
which is missed whenever it is assumed
that  charismatic  sift  renders  leadership
unnecessary.   For   individuals   look   to
others,  and  groups  look  to  particular
people  within  them,   to  supply  a  key
attribute   which   they   themselves   lack,
whatever their sifts: it is the ability fo see
what ought to be done and to cause it to
happen,  to help the group to get things
done (including changivg what is already
going on). Without this function, ctfts, for
example, may go unused. It is an attribute
which   in   the   Christian   context   (and
perhaps  also  in  the  non-Christian  con-
text) requires prophetic vision, including
the ability to see possibilities in any par-
ticular set of circumstances which others
cannot  see.  The  Christian  leader  recog-
nizes that to be truly effective this quality
must  be  the  work  of  the  Holy  Spirit,
sought in prayer both alone and with his
fellow-leaders.

The special requirements Of
collectiveleadership
In western Europe  and North America,
there is a strong tradition of monarchical
leadership.   Against   that   background,
many are inclined to argue that leader-
ship within any group must, if it is to be
effective,  be  concentrated  in  an  indivi-
dual. In the Church, this view is reinforced
by  the  incompetence  of some  collective
leaderships and by the tradition in many
denominations      that      congregational
leadership should be concentrated in an
individual who devotes his time wholly to
the  ministry.  To  those  schooled  in  this
tradition it is surprising to discover that
the leadership of groups can be different-
iated into a number of different functions
which are normally discharged by differ-
ent individuals within the group (though
one person may discharge them if insuffi-
cient  suitable  people  are  available  in  a
particular group). The group leadership
proposed  in  the  New  Testament  recog-
nizes this fact.  But as the inclination  to
monarchical   leadership   is   so   deeply
embedded in the Anglo-Saxon conscious-
ness,  it  is  essential  that  the  eldership
should ensure that congregational leader-
ship is not going by default and that the
congregation is aware that it is not. The
process   by   which   effective   collective
leadership is forged and implemented is
to be considered in the next article. Let it
suffice here to stress that a group of elders
must above all find appropriate ways by
which  it can  come  to  a  common vision
from the Lord for their congregation and
mztsf communicate that vision to it; and
the elders must give a united lead in the
functions outlined above (¢, Acts 6..2dp6,.
11:27-30; 13:1-3; 15:6, 22=23,&30). TTre
eldership  which  cares  for  the  spiritual
and numerical growlh of its congregation
must  see  that  it  gets  this  right.
1.  In this article `ministry' and `servic-e' are used in
the wide sense, as in Ror7'zarzs 12 and I  CDrirzthha7'zs
12.



THE LETTER
OF]UDE (4)

Precedents from Early Days
(w.5-7)
(CLJ The wildemess
generation

5  I want you  to know  (since  indeed
you know everything) that, when once
Jesus had delivered a people out of the
land  of Egypt,  he  subsequently  des-
troyed  those  who  did  not  believe.

Three Old Testament precedents are cited
to show that those who defy God, as the
`impious  characters'  of v.4  were  doing,
cannot  escape  his judgment.
In   saying   lyou   know   everything'   (cf.
I Johri.  2..20, AV,  RV; but the preferable
reading there is lyou all know'), Jude is
not   crediting  his   readers  with   omni-
science.  He  means  that  they  know  `the
faith which was delivered to the people of
God once for all' and also, probably, that
they  are  acquainted  with  the  biblical
incidents of which he proceeds to remind
them.  What he  wants  to  make  clear  to
them is the practical implications of those
narratives  for  the  present  situation.
The  first  precedent  is  provided  by  the
generation of Israelites that left Egypt at
the time of the Exodus but never reached
the  promised  land.   The  first  point  to
observe here is the identity of the person
who  delivered  them  from  Egypt.   The
textual witnesses vary between `the Lord'
(the majority reading), `God' (the reading
of a  handful  of Greek manuscripts  and
some  copies  of the  Latin  Vulgate)  and
`Jesus' (the reading of A and 8 and some
other  manuscripts   of  the  Alexandrian
text-type and of the Latin Vulgate).  (For
the  sake  of  completeness  it  should  be
added that an early papyrus copy of 1 and
2 Peter andjude has the eccentric reading
`God Christ'.) If it be asked which reading
has best clains to be regarded as origival,
the  answer  must  be,  I  think,  that  an
origival `Jesus' is more likely to have been
replaced by  `the  Lord'  or  `God'  than  to
have been a replacement for one of these.
It is  certainly an  exceptional use  of the
name `jesus'. But when it is said thatjude
would not have used the name `jesus' in
reference  to  the  divine  deliverer  of the
Israelites from Egypt, it might be argued
on  the  same basis  that  Paul would  not
have identified the water-yielding rock in
the wilderness with Christ-and yet he
did  (I  Car.  10..4).
There is no question here of a reference to
Joshua, who is designated `jesus' in the
AV of Acts 7..45 and Hob. 4..8, where he is
said to have led Israel into the promised
land. Joshua did not lead the people out

F. F. Bruce
of Egypt; the human agent who did this
was  Moses.  But  the  reference  is  to  the
`angel of God' who went before them as
they  left  Egypt  and  was  appointed  to
guard them throughout their journey, the
angel of whom God said `my name is in
him'  (£Jfocz.  14..19,.  23..20T23).  From  the
mid-second  century  onwards  this  angel

Although his
first work among

them was the
work of salvation,
the second work,
because of their

rebellion, was the
work of

destruction.

was explicitly identified withjesus before
his  incarnation  (e.g.  by Justin  Martyr),
and  here,  although  the  identification  is
not explicit, we probably have its earliest
attestation.
The   wilderness   generation,   `this   evil
generation',  as it is called in Dcztf.  1..35,
became a paradigm of disobedience and
ensuing judgment  for  later  generations.
Through  disobedience,  says  one  of the
documents  of the  Qumran  community,
`the first members of the covenant became
blameworthy, and they were given over to
the sword, because they forsook the cove-
nant of God and chose their own desire,
following the stubbornness of their hearts'
(DCLrruscus   CoTJcntlrtt   3.   10-12).   Paul
calls on the Corinthian Christians to take
warning  from  their  example  because,
although they were redeemed and bap-
tized and enjoyed supematural food and
drink, they fell in the wildemess because
of idolatry and immorality, putting God to
the  test  and  murmuring  against  him
(I   Cor.   10..1-12).   The   whter   to   the
Hebrews adduces their example to warn
his readers against unbelief and apostaay9
pointing out that it was lack of faith that
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incurred  the  divine  decree:  `They  shall
never   enter   my   rest'   (Heb.   3..11;   4:3,
echoing  Ps.  95..11).
Jude  now  points  the  same  moral.  The
Israelites   were   delivered   from   Egypt
`once',  he  says,  meaning  `once  for  all';
there can be no repetition of the work of
redemption.  The  same  lesson  is  taught
insistently  in  the  letter  to  the  Hebrews
(c£.  Heb.  6..4rf;  10:26-29).  To tale  sai:ne
effect  Jude's   companion  letter  says   of
apostates that `it would have been better
for them never to have known the way of
righteousness  than  after  knowing  it  to
turn back from the holy commandment'
(2 Pcf.  2..21).  Had  they never known  it,
there might have been hope of introduc-
ing  them  to  it.
Here it is emphasized that the very one
who     accomplished     the     once-for-all
deliverance   for  his  people   is  the   one
who subsequently (lit. `the second time')
destroyed  them.  `The  angel  of his  pre-
sence saved them; in his love and in his
pity he redeemed them' (JscL. 63..9), but of
that  same  angel  God  said  by  way  of
admonition,  `Do  not  rebel  against  him,
for he will not pardon your transgression'
(Erocz. 23..21). So, although his first work
among them was the work of salvation,
the second work, because of their rebel-
lion,  was  the  work  of destruction.  Let
rebels  of a  later  day  take  warning.

(bJ  The  disobedient angels
6  And  angels,  who  did  not  keep  to
their   own   dominion  but   left   their
proper  habitation,   he   has   kept  in
darkness,     in     everlasting     chains,
against the judgment of the great day.

The reference is to the heavenly beings,
the  `sons  of God',  who  were  captivated
by  the  beauty  of  mortal  women,   the
`daughters of men', and so gave rise to the
raLce  Of  Nephitin  (Gen.  6..1A).  A  pre-
mundane  fall  of angels,  classically  des-
cribed in Milton's Pcirndisc Lost, is very
difficult to establish from scripture.  The
crime of the disobedient angels was their
transgression  of  the  forbidden  frontier
separating angelic  from  human  nature.
The  narrative  of the  disobedient angels
took a strong hold of the minds ofJewish
thinkers in the closing generations BC, as
contemporary  literature  shows.   In  the
Enoch  literature  especially  those  angels
figure: Enoch is sent to their prison-house
to announce their final doom to them. It is
noteworthy that in 1 Pet.  3..19 a similar
mission  is  assigried  to  a  greater  than
Enoch.
Because of their defiance of divinely fixed



boundaries, they immediately incurred a
temporary judgment by being put under
restraint. In the parallel passage in 2 Pc£.
2..4 the place where they are confined is
said  to  be  Tariarus-a  name  given  in
classical literature to the place of punish-
ment in the world to come. There they are
held until the last great assize, when final
judgment will be pronounced on them.
But if their place  of present restraint is
temporary,   they  are  not  to  lose  their
chains when they leave it for their ulti-
mate  destiny:  their  chains  are  `everlast-
ing'. The Greek adjective so translated is
cLizzfos,  found only in one other place in
the  New Testament-Ron.  I..20,  where
it  is  used  of the  Creator's  `power  and
divinity'.  It is  often  said to  denote  mere
duration, by contrast with the commoner
ciieritos, which usually refers to the age to
come and includes a qualitative implic-
ation.  In  this  context,  however,  there  is
little distinction between cLizztos here and
cLierttos  in  v.7,  characterizing  the  fiery
destruction  of Sodom  and  Gomorrah.

(cJ  The  cities  of the plain
7  in   the    same   way   Sodom   and
Gomorrah and the surrounding cities
committed  outright  fornication  and
went after flesh not their own, and are
(still) set forth as an example, suffer-
ing  the judgment  of eternal  fire.

The fate of the cities of the plain was well
established  long  before jude's  time  as

an awful waning of the doom awaiting
blatant  sin.  Our  Lord's  contemporaries
must have been shocked wlien he assured
them   that  the   men   of  Sodom  would
receive  milder  treatment  on  the  day  of
judgment than they would, because they
had   received,   and   ignored,   privileges
such as  the  men  of Sodom  never knew
(Matt.  11:24;  Luke  io:12).
Apart from  Sodom  and  Gomorrah,  two
other cities of the plain were destroyed in
the     same     cataclysm-Admah     and
Zeboiim  (Deztt.  29..23).  The  little  city  of
Zoar  was  spared  (Geri.  19..20+22).
It is not simply the homosexual aggression
of the men of sodom that is singled out for
reprobation here-in that case the `flesh'
which they lusted after would have been
very much their own flesh,  inordinately
so.  The flesh which they lusted after on
the  occasion  refeITed  to  was  different
from their own; it was the flesh worn by
the  two  angels  who  came  to  Sodom  to
warn Lot and his family to flee from the
doomed  city  (Gcri.  19..4/).  The  frontier
which they attempted to violate was the
same as that violated by the disobedient
angels;  whereas  the  disobedient  angels
had crossed it from the heavenly side, the
men of Sodom tried to cross it from the
human  side.
It might be said that it was not the cities
themselves, but the men of the cities, that
were  guilty  of  this  lusting  after  `alien
flesh'  (scLrr  hetercL);  however,  the  cities
are properly the subject of the  sentence

because it is the cities, or their remains,
that (injude's words) are still `set forth as
an  example,  suffering  the judgment  of
eternal fire'. This statement is illuminated
by the testimony of several whters from
the late pre-Christian and early Christian
eras. The Alexandrian Book of Wisdom,
for example,  in reference to those  cities
(the  `pentapolis'),  says,

Evidence of their wickedness still
remains:

a continually smoking wasteland,
plantsbearingfruittliatdoesnotripep,
and a pillar of salt standing as a

monument to an unbelieving soul
(Wisdom 10:7).

Philo, also an Alexandrian, tens how `to
the  present  day  the  memorials  to  the
awful disaster are shown in Syria, ruins,
cinders,  brimstone  and  smoke,  and  the
murky flame still rises as though fire were
smouldering within' (Li/g a/Moses 2.56).
And ]osephus,  a  Palestinian,  says  that
`in  fact  one  may  still  see  traces  of the
divinely-sent   fire   and   outlines   of  five
cities', so that the stories about the land of
Sodom `are confirmed by ocular evidence'
Oeiwish  J1/cLr  4.483).  There  may  be  an
implied   suggestion   by  Jude   that   the
unquenched fire to which he and other
whters bear witness is a picture  of the
unquenchable fire of Gehenna (cf. MCLrk
9:43,  48).
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If the subject of this month's article leads
you  to  suspect  that  I  am  some  kind  of
super-competent   efficiency   expert,   all
charts and graphs and freshly-sharpened
pencils, you can forget it now. No-one is
more qualified than I am to write about
the need for planning . . . simply because
I have made all the horrendous mistakes
in the book.  I've even patented a few of
my own. What about the meeting I organ-
ized  where  the  venue  was  perfect,  the
seating  superbly  arranged,  the  speaker
conected on time from the station, the film
ready loaded in the projector . . . and the
audience  nonexistent?  Not  one  of them
came.  Beat  that!  After  all,  I'm  the  gay
who managed to print invitations to his
own wedding and got the year wrong . . .
The  one  thing  that  does  give  me  some
heart is that other people are obviously as
bad.  Christian  activities  are  notoriously
badly planned,  and any evangelist who
goes the rounds of other people's functions
can keep you up past midnight with his
personal   collection   of   horror   stories.
But it need not be this way. In fact, if we
really mean what we say about steward-
ship and the urgeney of the task, it sJzoztid
not  be   this  way.   What  we   organize
should be honouring to God in its execu-
tion. And often we need only follow a few
basic principles to improve our planning
ability  a  hundredfold.
Some    Christian    activities    are    zt7rdcr-
phanmgcz.    Michael    Griffiths    comments
somewhere  that  often,  if you  go  to  a
church   to   take   a   meeting,   the   most
embaITassing  question  you  can  ask  is:
`What is this meeting for?' The most basic

questions   haven't  been   askeduer,   at
least,   haven't  been  asked  for  the  last
twenty years.  By contrast other activities
are   oTrerpharined.   These   are   the   ones
where  the  organizer  can't  relax,  issues
everyone    concerned    with    the    most
minutely   detailed   instructions,   spends
hours locked in interminable committee
meetings  agonizing  over  trivial  details
(onions  or  not  in  the  hot  dogs?),  and
removes  all  possible  fun  for  everybody.
I know I'm going to one of those when
five sets of travel instructions arrive in the
post  three  weeks  beforehand.
Mostly,  however,  Christian events suffer
from being crrtlticcizJ/; phan7']ed.  By this I
mean  an  obsessive  concern  with  trivia

(does he open in prayer for three minutes
or  two  minutes  thirty  seconds?)  to  the
exclusion of other, more crucial, matters.
Wars have been fought by young people's
groups  over  whether  the  poster  should
be blue or yellow, while nobody remem-
bered   to   book   the   hall   for   the   event
anyway.
As  a visiting speaker  I'm  used  to being
told  exactly  how  long,  to  the  second,  I
will have to speak .  .  .  and being given
only the vaguest of notions of what they
actually  want  me  to  say.
The same criticisms apply to youth group
meetings,  camps  and  houseparties,  day
trips,  special outreach events.  Bad plan-
ning  can  ruin  cLrt/JfJizng we  do.  So  how
can we improve? Have the long years of
inglorious  embarrassments  left me with
any clues about what I'm doing wrong?
Well, I think so. One thing I have learnt,
slowly and painfully, is that before plan-
ning any activity I  need to ask myself a
series  of questions  about  it.  First,  `Does
this activity fit in with my general aims?'
It's surprising how much Christian acti-
vity would stop if someone reflected, `This
is not what we are here to do.' Too much
is carried on simply for reasons of tradi-
tion,  or out of a desire to copy someone
else, orjust because no other activity has
come to mind. Then the next question is:
`Is  there  another  way  of  reaching  the
same  objective  withoztf  performing  this
activity?  Is  this  event  really  necessary?'
Only  when  you  can  answer  all  three
questions  with  a  confident  `Yes'  should
you  proceed  to  planning  the  activity.
Someone  may  well  object  that  I  have
missed out the most important question:
`Is .this the will of God?' Quite right,  sir;

and without the peace of God about any
planned activity, it would be folly to pro-
ceed.   But  it  is  often  through  incisive,
shrewd   questions  like   these   that  God
reveals  the  issues,  and  hence  His  will,
to  us.  The  Holy  Spirit  does  not  operate
I.rt  spf te  a/ our  planning,  but  usually
thnowgfr  our  plaming.
The next step is to list all the jobs which
must be done in order to bring the activity
to  completion.  Imagine  the  end  result,
and work back from there: how will it get
that way? What will need to be arranged?
It will help you to be sure you have covered
evel]rfhing if you  divide  the activity into
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basic elements first (`catering', `publicity',
etc.) and then divide those elements into
jobs (`bring tea um', `pick up crisps from
Cash  Gp  Carry',  etc.)  Having  done  that,
estimate a reasonable length of time for
completing  each job.
Now work back from the expected date of
the  event you  are  planning to  establish
when  you  should  bectn  work.   (You'11
probably find it was six months ago,  in
which case either modify your planning
or be realistic and call the whole thing off
until  next year.)  Work out a  chart  (see
Fig.1) which shows how thejobs will fit
into the time-space between now and the
date of your event. Having done that, it's
not difficult to put together a responsibhity
chart, so that you can allocate eachjob to
an   individual   (Fig.   2).   Appoint   one
person to whom they will all report (pre-
ferably yourself) so that someone has an
overall  view  of what's  happening  (or,
more  likely, /cu.Zfng to  happen).  Finally,
don't  ring  them  up  two  days  after  the
critical   date,   and   inquire,   `Did   you
remember to . . .?'-ring them up a week
bfylore, and ask, `Did you remember you
were  going  to  .  .  .?'
It's simple and practical. It doesn't sound
very spiritual, But if it makes your ministry
effective  and  glorifies  God,  that's  what
really  counts.   Isn't  it?             JOHIVALLAjv

Next  rrronth:
`And now the young people will sing
to us'
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Question 297
A PHYSICAL RESURRECTION?
1 Corin+hians 15 irxpbes that Christ's resurrection is the
pattern Of the resurrection Of the bebei/er's body. But
Christs body `saw ro corruphon'-unlike ours. Paurs
useofthe`sowinginviewofresurrectton'cunhogygives
ordy a partwl ct:ue sine the seed aheady coritaius the
germ Of life which is preserved cmd germinates. It seers
to ne that we couid speak Of the betiever's receiving a new
body but in that case wky use be term `resurrectiorv'?

Like you, I find considerable difficulty in thinking with
any precision about the resurrection. It seems clear to me,
as it does to you, that the Scriptures speak of something
different from either the resuscitation of a corpse or the
continued existence of a (now) disembodied spirit. But I
think we are bound to get into difficulties if we rely too
much upon our knowledge of human physiology and
prychology in an attempt to identity the principle of
continuity between our existence in this age and our life
in the next. To my mind, the term resurrection of the body
implies some degree of continuity between the person I
was before I fell asleep and the person I shall be through
eternity, also that in both states my spirit is clothed with
some sort of form which presents me to others and serves
as a vehicle for interacting with my environment. I
sometimes find it helpful in this connection to think of a
computer programme or a recording which is inert and
dormant until it is activated and wonder whether the
human spirit does not possess the power to structure
whatever `substance' it is clothed with. If the matter is
viewed in this sense, or a similar one, then there need be
no question of physical continuity between the earthly
and the resuITection body.

Question 298
LEARNING FROM THE PARABLES
How f ar is it scif e to draw direct teactrygf tom de_ta_its ir?
pardbles?Forexanple,Ihaveheardit_suggespegthatthe
parable Of the Rieh man cnd lja?_amp `pToves' tha:I
people cLre tkerally thirsty in Hetl; also |ha:_I we may
conetude from the Parable Of the Pour?ds the:I paying c[nd
receiving interest has divbe approval.

Parables are in general about everyday life. Occasionally,
especially in the Gospel of Luke, they invite hearers to
initate the example shown by somebody in the parable,
e.g. the Good Samaritan. More often, the activities
describedintheparableprwideonlybackgroundandare
not put forward as an example, e.g. the parables of the
Sower and of the Great Feast. Obviously, the latter has no
direct bearing on whether Christians should throw
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parties. Sometimes, indeed, immoral behaviour is
described in a parable, e.g. the Unjust Steward, the
Strong Man Armed, the Unmerciful Servant. If we regard
these parables as containing examples to follow without
discrimination, what would we conclude? Thatjesus
approved of embezzlement and falsifying accounts, of
burglary with violence, and of imprisoning debtors. As
for the parable of the Labourers in the Vineyard, this
wlould be interpreted as employees should all be paid
equally, irrespective of the hours of work.
When an approach leads to conclusions as absurd as
these, there is good reason to avoid it. There is no way in
which we may interpret details of parables as implying
even divine approval, let alone an obligation on us to use
them as models.

Question 299
JESUS BARABBAS?-I see that the Good News Bible has the ra;me Of

Barabbas as `Jesus Barabbas' (Maitt. 27..16,17).
Howgoodisthemanuscrip±evideneeforthis?The
NIV does not even merition it.

The name `Barabbas' 1iterany means `son offather'
and this presents an interesting parallel to the title
ofjesus. (It may also have meant `son of the rabbi'.)
He is also called `jesus' in two types of ancient
authority for the text. This reading occurs in a few
manuscripts of the Greek text itself. It is also found
in manuscripts of the Armenian andjerusalem
translations into Syriac. And when the great
Christian scholar, Origen, was living in Caesarea
(231 -c.254) he used a New Testament which
included this reading.
All the same, this evidence does not amount to very
much in itself; it is understandable (to this extent)
that NIV, unlike RSV, does not mention the reading.
But there is a principle in textual criticism that one
should generally accept the `more difficult' reading.
In this case, it is easy to see why scribes might tend
to omit the apparently blasphemous `Uesus]
Barabbas', but not so easy-although suggestions
have been made-to see why `jesus' should have
been wrongly inserted.
The scholars who worked on the GNB apparently
estimated the probabilities one way, those
responsible for the NIV weighted the various factors
in a different way and came up with a totally
different answer.
Certainty is impossible here. I am inclined to follow
GNB, but would not quarrel with the RSV which
mentions the `Jesus' reading but places it in the
margin.

Correspondeneeforthispageshouidbeseritto
Mr. Peter Coustus, MA, BD, The Paternoster Press Ltd. ,
3 Mount Rndiferd Crescent, Eifeter EX2 4JW, marked
`Harvester Question Page'.
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HAPPENINGS
Telling the TrLith Crusade
Mike Simmonds reports on his `Telling the Truth'
Crusade at Denmark Hall, South Norwood, London,
in  the  autumn  of last  year.  The  Children's  Club
(`Ready, Steady, GO') ran for two weeks, the second
being a Holiday Club in the mornings, and culmin-
ated in a prize giving, with a packed hall.  School
visits were also made, and a Friday evening follow-
up club has been started. Family Rallies at noon on
Sundays were well attended, better,  in fact,  than
evening meetings, but the final week's outreach to
adults proved disappointing. Two Senior Citizens'
teas attracted good numbers. The local church is now
facing the task of consolidating the gains - pray for
them.

Inter-church Witness on Merseyside
Following  a  tent  campaign  by  Duncan  I,eighton,
backed  by  five  churches  in  1981,  a  Newton-1e-
Willows Committee for Evangelism was formed. The
whole spiritual tone of the area has been changed for
good and many joint ventures have been held. A
carol service in the Town Hall at Christmas attracted
300 people and plans are in hand for film evangelism
in the same venue at Easter,  1985. A report from
Brunswick  Road  Evangehical  Church,  Earlestown,
ends `It was a gI`eatjoy to be able to say to people "we
represent the Church of Christ in this area" rather
than our own little fragment of that body. '

Developments at 'nipsley
Brian and Elizabeth Hodges report that the Tupsley
Christian Fellowship, on the outskirts ofHereford, is
outgl.owingtheYouthCentreithasusedforeighteen
months and is seeking a site to build a permanent
hall.  They are near the Technical College and the
National College for the Blind and accordingly have
fruitful contacts with younger people. Three recent
events are noteworthy:
1.    The Ashley Gospel Rock concert in Decemberin

a school, backed by the P.T.A. 250 attended and
took S.G.M. leaflets.

2.    The eighth baptism of the year, so that numbers
are steadily growing by conversions from out-
side.

3.   A saturday celebration injanuary, with RIchard
Jones and singers from Ballingham Chapel.

News from Oxford
Mission England: Orferd East
Four churches in East Oxford were involved in a
joint  outreach  last  autumn,   as  part  of  Mission
England -James Street Church and Northway Free
Church tooth assemblies) and Headington andjohn
Bunyan Baptist Churches. Each undertook a major
visitation programme in their own respective neigh-
bourhoods,   usil|g  a  variety  of  approaches.   For
example,James Street Church adopted a `posting' of
questionnaires,    with    a    subsequent    follow-up
personal  call,  ryhen people  were  offered a list  of
church activities and times, a pictorial Good News
version of Luke's Gospel and a special invitation to a
video showing of one of the Billy Graham rallies. The



culmination of the mission was in October, when
each of the churches in turn laid on a large screen
videopresentationofoneoftheStadiumralliesoflast
summer which enabled audiences of up to 300 to see
adequately.
Although definite responses were relatively few in
number, the effort was worthwhile - many people
heard the clear challenge of the gospel and, perhaps
equallyimportant,thefourchurchesinvolvedinthe
venture were all worhing together with a common
aim. Pray that the Spirit of unity which was evident
may  flourish,  as  various  follow-up  activities  -
furihervisitation,jointranies,etc.arebeingplanned
for 1985.                                             joHN HUTCHISON

Jubilee at Three Legged Cross
ThreebuildingshavebeenusedbytheGospelHallin
Three Legged Cross. The first, bought for £10, was
erected in 1933 but the `breahing of bread' was not
started until  1934. The  Gospel Hall had, with the
other long established churches in the village, the
aim  of proclaiming  the  Christian  message  to  the
present generation but was unique in not having a
presidingministernorbelongingtoanycentralbody
or association. The second and larger building was
erected in 1939, and the original was still used for
Sunday School classes.  These remained in full use
until 1976 when the present modern brick hall was
erected on the same site.
Numbers reached a peak a few years ago with about
35 `in fellowship'. Currently the main work is among
the  children  and  the gatherings  arranged for the
cover 50s'.

Thejubilee celebrations in 1984 extended over three
week-ends; included a lunch for present and past
members and a service of thanksgiving led by Mr.
Cyril  Street,  of Ringwood.  The  following  Sunday
week the `Over 50s' heardjoyce Harding, who went
out to India in 1949 to run a hostel for girls, tell of her
call and of God's faithfulness through the years.
In the second week, thankfulness to God found ex-
pression in a children's mission conducted by the
evangelist Stephen Gillham. About sixty former and
present  members  of Sunday  School,  Covenanters,
Tract and Sunshine Bands came together for a dinner
and review of the past. The entire programme con-
cluded with a packed hall for the evening Harvest
Thanksgiving service led by Stephen Gillham.

K. A. ORMAN

Spotlight on Workers
STEVE  AND  ANNE  RADFORD,  Hebron  Gospel
Hall,  Cullompton,  Devon.  Steve  and  Anne  relin-
quished their careers at the Ijord's call and trained at
Moorlands    Bible    College,    acquiring   Advanced
Diplomas in Pastoral Studies. They then returned to
their home assembly at Cullompton to work full-
time under the elders, alongside the other believers.
Their prime concern is pastoral care, which involves
visiting,  counselling in  its  many  forms  and  Bible
teaching. It also includes discerning, developing and
channeling spiritual gifts in the church. Evangelism
in the  district they undertake,  with  a Mums and
Toddlers  Group,  and  a  Sunday  morning  Family
Praise service.
New  Christians   are  trained,   individually  or  in
groups, for discipleship in a fifteen-week Bible study
course, designed to bring them through to baptism
and full working membership of the local body of
Christ.  Other activities are Holiday Bible Clubs for
children,  Summer Camps for Young People,  mon-
thly speahing engagements at other churches and
fellowship with other believers in the Culm Valley.
Steve and Anne are regarded as self-employed, with
no formal contract. Rather, they keep in close liaison
with  the  elders.  They  have  four  weeks'  holiday
annually, not including summer camp work.
JIM AND THEA HARRIS, at Laleham, near Staines,
Middlesex, advise us that `1985 will be different'. We
are accustomed to full-time workers who itinerate in
their ministry and to others who devote all their
activities to one assembly. The Harrises are taking
middle ground! While doing some itinerant work
(albeit largely within a circuit near their home), they
plan to spend a whole month with one fellowship -
February in Thorpe,  May in Woking,  October in
Sunningdale. In February, they are taking a round of
Sunday  services,  midweek  teaching meetings  and
Youth meetings. But in addition, they will be visiting
the district with members of the Fellowship, includ-
ing  coffee  mornings  in  homes,  and  following  up
contacts made.  `The  Thorpe  Christian Fellowship'
they write `see this enterprise as a Month ofMission'
and seek our prayer support.
We  mean  to  Spotlight  at  least  one  full-time
worker every quarter. Please send us details of
yours.

CBRF News

The  Christian  Brethren  Research  Fellowship  is
concerned  to  revise  its  name  to give  a  clearer
indication  of its  purpose.  PARTNERSHIP is the
culTent   suggestion,   on   which  comments  are
invited, to show that it is `a service to Brethren
Churches'.  This  service  includes  seminars  (see
behow),  The Christian Brethren Review, aL twice-
yeair+y  Newsletter,  Brethren_  Book_pets  on vTrious
aspects  of church life,  and working parties on
matters of contemporary concern, as well as infor-
mation to enquirers and guidance on problems.
Dr.John Boyes, the Executive Secretary, at The 13
Meads,  Northchurch,  Ber]chamsted,  Herts.,  HP4
3Q]L, will provide full details.

Seminars for 1985:
The  Caring  Church  in Mission  cmd  Evangelisy±,
at  Duke  Street  Chapel,  Northampton,  on  16th
March 1985. Contact - Dr. R. Tripney (Tel. 0604
403396). An afternoon programme on aspects of
concern for others in the local church, led by Fran
Beckett and Dr. John Boyes.
Declare His GZor]J at the I.ondon Bible College on
llth May 1985. A day seminar on congl.egational
worship,  led  by  Graham  Kendrick  and John
Bai8ent.
CozhaborcLtfon   i n  Mission  at  the  I.ondon  Bible
College on  19th October  1985,  with Dr.  Donald
English,  of the  B.C.C.  Standing  Committee  on
Evangelism.
How to Stnd}/ the Bible at Martlesham Christian
Fellowship,    Woodbridge,    Suffolk    on    16th
November  1985.  Contact  Gin  Shipp  (Tel.  0473
624197). John Baigent and others will lead.
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Sixty years of Bloomsbury:
a brief review
Over a period of sixty years now, on the Saturday
evenings of November and February, Bloomsbury
Central  Baptist  Church  in  Shaftesbury  Avenue,
London, has been a meeting place for many from
Brethren assemblies in the London area and beyond.
Leading ministers of the Word, past and present,
have expounded Bible books and biblical themes of
every kind. To God be the glory and the praise!
Among the names of esteemed brethren to whom we
owe an immense debt are Harold St. John, whose
afternoon Bible readings in the post war years were
so  memorable, I.  8.  Watson,  E.  W.  Rogers,  Fred
Tat ford, F. F. Bruce, Alan Nute, George Harpur,J. H.
Large,  John   Polkinghorne,   Peter   Cousins,   Cecil
Howley,  H.  L.  Ellison,  Stephen  Short,  Bob  Kyle,
Douglas  Brealey, Jim Bolton  and,  though less  fre-
quent, so many more, all to great spiritual profit.
Some who are still conveners have also given much
valued help from the platform: John Baigent (also
chairman and organist),Jim Harris (also song leader),
Clifford Phillips and Harold Rowdon. All these men
of God have taken us with them along the great high-
ways  and  numerous  instructive  footpaths  of the
Scriptures with a breadth of outlook and clarity of
understanding which have so enhanced our appreci-
ation of the mind of the Lord.
While the Bible teaching has never lacked relevance
to practical matters, in recent years there has been a
deliberate effort to grapple with live issues of our
times.  Neither has the controversial been avoided
where  an  informed  and  balanced  treatment  was
needed. With this in view the earlier arrangement of
two speakers each evening gave way to a programme
of one speaker giving a main address and a closing
talk with the opportunity of questions in between.
This proved to be most valuable.
During  Bloomsbury's  three  score  years  probably
many significant changes have overtaken our world
and the people of God have felt the effects. Life has
become more complicated and more problematical.
As  a  result,  Brethren  assemblies  are  facing  new
demands.  There  is  increasing  awareness  of local
needs and assemblies are becoming more individual-
istic in tackling those needs, with a new conscious-
ness of accountability primarily to the Lord. In the
face of enormous challenges there are encouraging
signs of a positive spirit emerging.
The conveners now feel, both before the I,ord and
with full respect to his people, that the current needs
of the assemblies, at different stages of development
and with varying special requirements, are better
met locally than in Central London. The decision to
make February 1985 the closing series of meetings is
a momentous one, marking the end of an era. May
ourgraciousGodcontinuetomakehiswayknownto
local leaders to feed the flock and, as he guides, to
embark   on   fresh   ventures   to   build   up   their
churches.
For so many, Bloomsbury will remain a sanctuary of
sacred memory for the rest of our days but perhaps
no sanctuary is more dear to us than where each of
our local assemblies regularly meets to worship and
serve. May we there all enjoy more and more the
I,ord'spromisedpresenceandhisrenewedgI`aceand
power.                         CLIFFORD WADEY (Secretary)

MAKING CONTACT
Here are some ways of making contact with people
that have been tried and may be useful to you:

Special  afternoon  services  during  the  winter
months attract a number ofpeople who do not norm-
ally come  to the Gospel meeting.  Alexander Hall,
Westcliff, have successfully run such services for a
number ofyears, usually on special occasions, such as
Harvest, Sunday School Anniversary, Carol Services
etc. which are followed by light refreshments. Many
older friends come to these as they leave home in
daylight and are taken home by car at the end of the
service.

Mothers'  and  Toddlers'  Club  -  has  attracted
considerable  interest  at  Assembly  Walk  Chapel,
Carshalton, Surrey.

Senior Citizens' Tea. Plymstock Chapel, Plymouth,
invite  Senior  Citizens  to  a  bi-monthly  informal
Sunday afternoon get-together, with tea provided.
Community   hymn   singing,   recitations,   musical
items, and a brief talk, dialogue or testimony, is the
normal pattern. Many stay on to the evening service,
which benefits by increased attendance regularly.
Car drivers do fetching and cari`ying. The assembly
has been asked also to conduct funeral services -not
an easy task, but a grand opportunity!

Keep  Fit  Classes.  Central  Hall,  Dawlish,  makes
useful contacts through Keep Fit Classes for ladies, on
Tuesday mornings for the young and Monday even-
ings for the less young. Mrs. Doug Barnet (c/o Moor-
lands  Bible  College,  Sopley,  Christchurch,  Dorset
BH23  7AT) has produced a disc and accompanying
sketches and instructions for suitable exercises. So
far,  we have not heard of any attempt for men's
physical education!

MAINLY FOR ELDERS
Solve this one
A troubled elder writes:  `We find difficulty in
encouraging commitment by some of the young
people. They have professed conversion and been
baptized,  but  disappoint  in  involvement  and
support, drawn away by the world and its attrac-
tions. Perhaps, as they come from non-Christian
homes, they have more insidious, ifpassive, perse-
cution than those of us who have not experienced
it can appreciate. '
Can you provide an answer?

Elders' fellowship
The  Elders  of assemblies  in  the  Boumemouth
district   have   for   some   time   been   meeting
regularly   to   share   experiences   and   discuss
problems.  The  focus  during  the  past  twelve
months has been on Foreign Missions, including
such   matters    as    commending   missionaries,
encouraging  prayer  and  giving,  and  sending
short-term workers out.  In  October  1985,  they
plan a Seminar on Missions, with project work by
youth groups and a panel of missionary speakers.
Further information can be supplied by David
Sins, 77 Glenferness Ave. , Talbot Woods, Boume-
mouth BH3 7ES.
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Homecalls
Albert Burnham on 23 December 1984, aged 83. He
was engaged in full-time service for the I,ord as an
evangelist for almost sixty years, for many of them in
partnership with his brother, Sidney. Pray for his
widow, Mary, and the family.

W.].Oack)Fieldshortlybeforechristmas.Anelder
at Drummond Hall, Boscombe, he engaged in a Bible
Teaching ministry around Boumemouth for forty
years. Formerly Chief Registrar of Bournemouth.

Frank Hutchings ofcoleford injanuary 1985. Saved
under the ministry of Gipsy Ezekiel Smith in 1931,
he was an active member of the assembly at Coleford,
witnessing at Old Peoples' Homes in Holsworthy and
Bude  as  well  as  a  Youth  Club  in  Exeter.  Besides
distributing Bibles  with  the  Gideons,  he  worked
with the Farmers' Christian Postal Service, especially
at the Devon County and Okehampton Agricultural
Shows. May his wife and family feel undergirded by
the prayers of God's people.

Mrs. Valerie Smith ofclifton Hall, South Norwood,
wife of jim Smith, accountant of SIM International.
Remember him and his two sons in prayer.

R.  H.  Clayton,  Melbourne,  Australia,  aged  87.
Educated at Trinity Grammar School and the Univer-
sity of Melbourne, he was Senior History Master at
Scotch College,  where he taught a past  Governor-
General   of   Australia,   numerous   distinguished
scholars,  leaders  in  industry  and  commerce,  and
Members of parliament including the current Leader
of the Opposition. He wrote a number of books on
history, civics and theology.
In addition to an extensive preaching and teaching
ministry in the assemblies, he gave freely of his wise
counsel to many. He was a true `elder' at Conference
Hall, Camberwell, from its inception in 1925 until its
closure in 1981.  For many years he served on the
Stewards'  Trust  of Victoria and was a foundation
Director  of the  Emmaus  Bible  School  in  Sydney,
NSW - frequently lecturing there in his vacations.
A lover of his fellow-men, he was himself loved and
highly respected. Visitors from the UK were amazed
at his detailed knowledge of British history and the
contemporary situation. To recall him is to treasure
the memory of a truly great Christian gentleman.
Prayer is requested for his wife Marina, whom he
married in 1928, and their two sons and a daughter.

Harold Reynolds on lJanuary 1985, aged 81. Saved
at eleven years during an air raid in the First World
War. Born in Bermondsey, where he served the Lord
and His people in preaching and teaching for over 60
years. From early days he evidenced an infectious
faith and devoted himself to Bible study, meditation
and prayer. Many of his Bible class studies have been
recorded on master tapes to the blessing of many
friends. At 22, he became one of the founder mem-
bersoftheassemblynowmeetingatSt.james'sRoad,
Bermondsey  where  he  shared  with  colleagues  in
eldership, constantly watching for the souls of the
flock.  The work of the  Emmaus Bible  School was
very dear to his heart  and he  spent many hours

answering  members'  queries  and  in  counselling.
Together with his wifejessie, he fostered the love of
Bible  study  among  prisoners.  In  1982  his  health
began to decline but he accepted patiently a long
period of weakness. Please give thanks to the Lord
for his faith and example, praying also for his widow
and three generations of the family.

Peter Mclntyre Suddenly, on 26th November 1984,
in his 79th year. He was a member of Bethany Hall,
Camelon, Falkirk, for 67 years, and an elder for 58
years.  His  contributions  to  Sunday  school  work,
open-air witness, pastoral visitation and preaching
and teaching were particularly significant. He was
also widely used as a preacher, teacher and Sunday
school leader at meetings and conferences through-
out Scotland.
A baker by trade, he was well known and respected
in the community because of his genuine interest in
people,  and his  support in times of crisis and be-
reavement. He retired in 1971, and after the death of
his wife Isa in 1972, he was able to give more time to
the regular visitation of local hospitals and prisons,
and in extended series of meetings. He was a regular
contributor to summer youth camps, where many
came to know the Lord.
Active until the end of his life, he attended all the
Lord's  Day meetings on the day before his  death,
taking part  several times.  He  spent his last hours
visiting the sick. A true servant of Christ, he died`full of years', and will be missed by all who knew
him.

ALASTAIR NOBLE

Miss Gladys Evelyn Tat ford ofsalisbury, suddenly
at  Belfast,  on  February 2nd.  Was greatly used in
work amongst women and girls at Hoxton, Acton
and other centres for many years. Was loved by a
wide circle of friends.

FOR"COMING
Bournemouth Convention: 5th to 8th May 1985:
Themes   from   the   letter   to   the   Ephesians.
Speakers:  Dr. John Williams  (Vancouver)  Peter
Brandon  (Bed ford).  Principal  Venue:  Strouden
Park Chapel, Strouden Park, Boumemouth.
John  Knight  can  be  heard  in  the  U.K.  every
Monday at 6.45 GMT on Radio Luxembourg 208
metres.
The South East I+ondon Girls' Camp, and the
Surrey Gp Sussex Boys'  Camp will be held at
Holland-on-Sea this year between 26th July and
the loth August.

Devon Youth Camps
Camps are planned at Blackpool Sands for various
groups of youngsters between 27thJuly and 17th
August 1985. Full details are to be had fromjohn
Gibson (Tel. 046034 235), to whom also offers to
help should be made. Camp Prayer Sunday is
arranged for 7th July.  Steve and Anne Radford
(Cullompton 32183) will visit youth groups with a
slide presentation to encourage them tojoin in.
A Houseparty at Duchy Grammar School, Truro,
will  be  held  from  17th  to  25th  August  1985.
Graham Wood (Exeter 71623) has details.
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THE NAMES
AND TITLES OF GOD (6)

THE FATHER
Michael Burr

To  Christians,  God  is  characteristically
kno`^m  as  Father.  This  is  at  once  the
simplest and the most profound of all his
names   and   titles.   It   has   often   been
pointed out that, when the time came for
God to reveal himself fully, he did so by
means  of a word  existing in  every lan-
guage   and   familiar   to   every  kind   of
people.  And  this  was  not just  because
God chose to make use of a human rela-
tionship as an anthropomorphism, one of
the many figures of speech to be found in
Scripture. Still less is it true that man saw
God as a father-figure, a mere projection
of human  parenthood.  God  is  the  real
Father,  from  whom  all  created  father-
hood is derived (£ph. 3..14, 15). He made
man in his image, and something of his
fatherhood  can  dimly  be  seen  in  the
human  relationship.

Old Testament usage
It is therefore not surprising that the Old
Testament sometimes portrays God as a
Father.  He called his son  (Israel)  out of
Egypt (Erod. 4..22,. Hos. 11..1). He carried
his  people  through  the  wilderness  as  a
man carries his son  (DeLtt.  1..31).  Like a
father, too, he disciplined them (Dcztt. 8..5,.
Prow.  3..12).  He  expects  them to honour
him as sons should  (MCLZ.  1..6).  He pities
those who fear him as a father pities his
children  (Ps.  103..13).  He is their Father
more truly than Abraham was, for they
owe  their  existence  ultimately  to  him
(Jsci.   63..16,.   64..8).   All  these  ideas  are
implicit in the word, and all are taken up
in  the  New  Testament.
Yet  the  OT  use  of the  term  conveys  no
more than a suggestion of what was to
come. With rare exceptions it is not used
of  God's  relationship  with  individuals,
only with  Israel,  and  then  not very fre-
quently. It is never developed as an image
like that of shepherd, for example (Ps. 23,.
£zck. 34). The relationship Father-son is
seen as parallel to that of Potter-clay (Jsci.
64..8)   and   Master-servant   (Mciz.    I..6).
If we had only the OT we should feel that
fatherhood was just one of several word-
pictures   of  God,   and   not   the   most
inporiant  one  either.

The Father's nalne
In the NT we meet something very differ-
ent. From boyhoodjesus called God `My
Father'   (LLtke  2..49)   in   a  way  unlike

anything in the OT  (with the significant
exception of the Davidic king in Ps. 89..26).
His   relationship  with   God  was   quite
unique. `No one knows the Son except the
Father,  and  no  one  knows  the  Father
except the Son'  (Mcitt.  11..27).  If he had
stopped there, it would have been entirely
in accordance with what might have been
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____

expected. But, amazin8ly, he immediately
added that one group of persons shares
his  knowledge  of the  Father-those  `to
whom the Son chooses to reveal him'.  It
follows  that  the   meaning  of  the   title
Father  is  to  be  leamed  primarily  from
God's relationship to Christ,  and not as
any  general  fatherhood  of  God  to  all
mankind. Jesus  told  his  disciples  `1  am
ascending to my Father and your Father'
OoJm 20..17), and their understanding of
the  second  of these  tenns  would  have
been  determined  by  their  insight  into
the  first.
Now as the disciples reflected on the way
Jesus called God `my Father', two things
must have struck them.  Firstly, he went
through life tmstintly and obediently in
his Father's company, he and his Father
confiding fully in each other. This relation-
ship seemed so attractive to the disciples
that they longed to share in it-`Show us
the  Father,  and  we  shall  be  satisfied'
Oohri.  14..8). Secondly, they came to per-
ceive (perhaps dimly at first) that it was
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based on an actual unity of nature, so that
to see Jesus was to see the Father  (v.9).
And although both the fellowship and the
unity with the Father belong primarily to
the  Son  alone,  they  are  extended  in  a
secondary  sense  to  all  who  belong  to
Christ.  Through him we have access to
the Father (£pJi.  2..18)  and have fellow-
ship with the Father and the Son (1JOJiri
I..3),  who  make  their  home  with  the
obedient believer  OoJm  14..23).  And we
are begotten by God, have something of
his nature  in us  (1 JOJirl  3..9),  and have
been given the Spirit of his Son, enabling
us  to   cry  `Abba,   Father'   (Ron.   8..15,.
Gci!.  4..6)-the very words used by Jesus
himself (MCLrk  14..36).  So  the  title  takes
on the same meaning for us that it has for
Christ,  since the only Son, who is in the
Father's bosom, has made him known to
us  Uohn  1:18).

The Father's  care
Jesus therefore taught us to address God
as  `Our  Father'  (Mcift.  6..9).  He  knows
what we need before we ask him, so we
do  not  have  to  persuade  him  (T~.7,8),
neither should we be anxious about the
details of our lives (v.32). He will provide
our food and clothing, for we are precious
to him  (v.26).  He  notices ever)rfhing we
do, especially things done for him which
no-one  else  knows  about  (t„.1,4,6,I8).
He  may  indeed  allow  his  children  to
suffer  sometimes-for  example,  as  they
bear witness to Christ in a hostile world.
But nothing will happen to them outside
his will, for he numbers the hairs of their
head (MCLtt. IO..26i31). Since our heavenly
Father is in complete control of an that
happens, we should not fear any opponent.

The Father's love
The  Father's  care  arises  of course from
his love. The primary object of his love is
the Son, whom he loved from before the
world's   foundation   Oohn   17..24).   On
earth Jesus  lived  in  the  constant  enjoy-
ment of this love, be.ing fully worthy of it
even as a man (Mark 1:11; 9:7;John 3:35;
15..10). One of the most stupendous facts
of Christianity is that we are brougivt into
that love, so that the Father loves us even
as  he  loves  his  Son  OoJm  17..26).   No
wonderjohn exclaims `See what love the
Father has given us,  that we should be
called children of God' (IJOJm 3..1). Now



a father loves his children before they are
capable  of loving him,  and  even when
they seem quite unworthy of him; but he
expects  ultimately  to  get  some  response
from them and to see something lovable
in   them.   So   our   Father's   love,   while
initially arising from his own nature,  is
directed  specifically  to  those  who  love
Christ,   believe   in  him,   and  keep   his
commandments Uohn  14..21,  23;  16..27).

The Father's  discipline
Because the Father really cares about us,
his  love  sometimes  takes  a  form which
may  be  rather  unwelcome.   `The  Lord
disciplines   him   whom   he   loves,   and
chastises every son whom he receives ,...
for what  son  is  there  whom  his  father
does  not  discipline?  (Hcb.  12..6,  7).  We
should    recognize    God's    disciplinary
actions  in  correcting our faults,  and be
humble enough to admit them and learn
from   the   experience.   Sometimes   God
makes us pass through distress or disap-
pointment,  not  because  we  have  done
anything  wrong,   but  as   part   of  our
training.   There   may   be   vital   lessons
which we cannot leam in any other way
-the   relative   value   of   earthly   and
spiritual   blessings;   the   importance   of
God's  approval  rather  than  man's;  the
reality   of  his   presence   with   us,   for
example.  In  all  these  circumstances we
must `be subject to the Father of spirits'
(v.9),  obedient to what we know of his
will,  and  concerned  to  profit  from  the
situations  in  which  he  places  us.

The Father's character
The Father's discipline is not capricious;
it has a definite objective-`that we may
share his holiness'  (Hcb.  12..10).  This  is
indeed   a   tremendous   goal,   but   it   is
implied by the title Father, since parents
expect  to  see  something  of their  char-
acters  reproduced  in  their  children  (for
human  parents,   unfortunately,   this   is
somewhat to be regretted!). We are to be
holy as our Father is holy (1 Pgf. I..14-17),
and merciful as he is merciful (Lztke 6..36).
This is possible since we have been ctven
the Spirit of our Father (Mcitt. 10..20). We
are to behave as the sons of our Father in
heaven (Mciff.  5..45), taking after him as
we  have  learned  his  character  in  his
dealings with us. `You, therefore, must be
perfect, as your heavenly Father is perfect'
(tJ. 48)-a goal which, however impossible
it  may  seem,  will  one  day be  attained.

The Father's house
God intends that his children shall ulti-
mately live with him and find his house to
be   their  eternal  home.  Jesus  went  to
prepare  a  place  for  us  in  his  Father's
house  and  promised  to  take  us  there
Oohri 14..1-3). So we shall be introduced
there by the Son, having the indisputable
ritht as members of God's family to be
there.  To  know  someone  properly  we
have to see him at home, surrounded by
what  he  finds  congenial.   And  in  the
Father's  house  everything  is  in  accord-
ance with his will,  so that his presence
can be enjoyed without the intrusion of

anything   that   conflicts   with   his   holy
nature. We can now see why he takes so
much  trouble  to  prepare  us  for such  a
orand  destiny.
But this is is not to be thought of as wholly
in  the  future.  Already  the  Father  has
qualified us to share in the inheritance of
the  saints  in  light  (Col.  1..12).  Like  the
repentant  prodigal,  we  have  been  wel-

coined and installed in the Father's house
as his sons, clothed in the best robe and
made fit to be  there.  `They began to be
merry'  (Lwke  15..24)  surely  portrays  the
beginning of a joy  that will  never  end.
May we learn now to value the presence
of our Father in preparation for the time
when  we  shall  enjoy  it  fully!

THE ROYAL FAMILY
0F GOD

Philip Elliott
Mr. Elhott, rrow in his rrineties, has been
a contributor over many years to
HA:EVE;s:TE;R. His latest paper cormple-
rnents Dr. Burr's on God as Father.

We are  told in the Gospel of Mark that
when our  Lord Jesus  `rose  early on  the
first da.v of the week, he appeared first to
Mary  Magdalene'  (16..9).  John  tells  us
that he said to her, `go to my brethren and
say to them, I an ascending to my Father
and your  Father,  to  my  God  and your
God'  (20.17).
This was the first thing that our Lord had
to say to his disciples after he had risen.
It was  of great  importance,  not  only  to
them, but also to all his believing people
ever  since.  We  learn  from  it  that,  as  a
result of his redemptive work for us upon
the Cross, we who have accepted him as
our  Saviour,  and  have  committed  our
lives to him as our Lord, are brought into
a new and  most wonderful  relationship
with God the Father himself. He becomes
our  Father;  and we become  his  dearly-
loved    children.    In    consequence    we
become brethren one of another. We all
become  members  of  the  Roval  Familv
of God.
What   a   tremendous   privilege   this   is!
But what a correspondingly tremendous
responsibility   it   brings   with   it!    The
members  of  the  Royal  Famil.v  of  our
country enjoy great privileges; but as we
all know, they also bear heavy responsibi-
hities; and they are trained from childhood
to fulfil them in a manner acceptable to
our nation. How much more do we, who
belong to the Royal Family of God, need
to learn what our responsibilities are, and
how  we  may  fulfil  them  acceptably  to
God  our  Father!
Paul has much to sav about the Christian
brotherhood, especially in his first epistle
to the Corinthians, in which he uses the
word `brother' nine times, and the word
`brethren'   no   fewer   than   twenty-eight
times. In chapter 3:21f. he writes, `For all
things are yours, whether Paul or Apollos
or Cephas or the world or life or death or
the present or the  future,  all  are yours;
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and you are Christ's; and Christ is God's'.
Do not these words suggest a high peak of
Christian privilege? And in chapter 6:19f.
Paul whtes, `You are not your own; you
were bought with a price. So glorify God
in  your  body'.   Here  he  emphasizes  a
Christian's  responsibility.

Children's  Responsibilities
So let us now proceed to consider some
of  the  ways  in  which  we,   as  highly
privileged members of the Family of God,
ought   to   seek   to   fulfil   our   resultant
responsibilities. We shall find a great deal
in the Bible to help us; and we ought to
studv it carefully and prayerfully for this
pulpose,  seeking  the  help  of  the  Holy
Spirit to show us `how we ought to behave
in  the  household  of God'  (1  TI.in.  3..15).
As we do so we shall find that the follow-
ing are some of the general principles that
ought  to  govern  our  behaviour:
1.  First and foremost, we must lean to
love one another.  We must ever bear in
mind the words of the Lord Jesus to his
disciples on the night before he died for
them, when he said,  `A new command-
ment  I  give  to  you,  that  you  love  one
another;  even  as  I  have  loved you,  that
vou also love one another. Bv this all men•will  know  that vou  are  in.+  disciples,  if

vou  have  love  .for  one  another'   Oohn•13..34|S.5).   So  let  us  think  out  various

wavs  in which we  ourselves  may show
thi;   Christian   love   in   our   da;-to-dav
relations with our. feuow-men. Th: apostl.e
Paul has many practical things to say on
this  subject in  his  epistles,  especially  in
I   Cori7ithhar'zs   13La   chapter  that  `ve
should  do  well  to  learn by  heart.
2.  A second of these general principles is
that we  ought  to  do  our  best  to  get  to
know all the members of the local church
of which we ourselves are members. The
letters  of  Paul  contain  many  personal
names.   He   sends   messages  to  people
whom he has met; and he refers to others
whom he knows. All this shows a deep
personal  interest  in  people;  and  it  is  a
good example for us to follow, especially
in the case of the members of our own



local  church.
In doing so,  however, we shall need  to
seck wisdom and tact from God. We must
not force ourselves on people, but confine
ourselves  in  the  early  stages  to  taking
humbly and graciously every opportunity
that the Lord may be pleased to give us to
gain their confidence and friendship. We
must show due respect to those who are
older than ourselves; and we must try to
understand   those   who   are   younger,
especially   the   teenagers,   remembering
that the latter are passing through a most
difficult stage in the process of growing
up-more  difficult  nowadays  than  for-
merly,  because  of the  great  increase  in
filthy language and conduct to which they
cannot  avoid  being  exposed.
Let us treat everybody with courtesy, and
do  our  best  to  avoid  saying  or  doing
anytling that would wound their feelings.
In his letters Paul gives excellent advice to
both Timothy and Titus on how to treat
their  fellow-believers-advice  that  still
holds  good  for  ourselves  today.
3.  Let  us  also  seek  to  encourage  one
another.  We  all  feel  a  bit  depressed  at
times, and can do with a word of encour-
agement.  After,  on  one  occasion,  Paul
had had an extremely trying day, we are
told  that,  the  following  night  `the  Lord
stood by him and said, "Take courage, for
as you  have  testified  about  me  at Jeru-
salem, so you must bear witness also at
Rome".' (Acts 23..11). What an immense
encouragement  that  must  have  been  to
Paul!  Let  us  seek  to  follow  our  Lord's
example in this, as we meet with others
who  are  passing through  times  of trial.
May all who are suffering be aware of our
deep  rympathy  with  them  in  it.
4.  We  ought  also  to  take  a  delight  in
serving one another, in compliance with
Paul's words, in Gcihatinris 5..13, `through
love be servants of one another'. Our Lord
Jesus   himself   gave   us   the   supreme
example   of  humble,   loving  service   to
others. He said, `the Son of man came not
to be served but to serve, and to give his
life as a ransom for many' (J\4:cLff. 20..28).
An outstanding example of this is recorded
in  the  13th  chapter  of john's  Gospel,
where we read how our Lord washed the
feet   of  his   own   disciples   (".2-11).
Having done so, he said, `If I then, your
Lord  and  Teacher,  have  washed  your
feet, you also ought to wash one another's
feet,  For  I  have  given you  an  example,
that you also should do as I have done to
you'  (w.14-15).

Inteority
5.  Another   matter   of  importance   for
members of the  Royal Family of God is
that we should endeavour to conduct our
dealings  with  one  another  in  complete
integrity.  We  must  be  frank  and  open
with one another, avoiding anything that
savours  of secretiveness.
The apostle Paul sets us a helpful example
here. It is to be found in his two epistles to
the Church at Corinth. In the first he deals
with  the  unhealthy  situation  that  had
developed there because, instead ofjudg-
ing a case of flagrant sin in the Church,

they had tolerated it. Paul rebuked them
for  this,  and  told  them  they  must  deal
drastically with the offender (chapter 5).
They obeyed Paul's instructions; but some
of them could not understand the way in
which he acted subsequently.  So he sent
them  a  second  epistle,  in  the  first  two
chapters  of which he  gave  them  a  full,

We, who belong
fo the Royal Family

ofGod'
need fo leam what
our responsibilities

are and how we may
fuffl them acceptably

fo God our Father.

frank   and   tactful   explanation   of  his
behaviour. He maintained that all that he
had said and done had been `with holi-
ness  and  godly  sincerity'  (I..12),  out  of
concern  for  their  own  highest  interests.
There had been no question of any vacil-
lation  on  his  part,  as  they had  thought
(1..17).

M ay t h e Ii diy
likeness become
more and more
apparent in our
livesTlikeness fo
our LordJesus
hinself, who is

the eternal,
onlybegotten
Son of God.

Difficult situations frequently arise among
the Lord's people today.  Sometimes they
are the result of failing to judge sin in the
Church; but more often they are the result
of misunderstandings  between  Church-
members.    When    we    find    ourselves
involved in such a  situation,  let us seek
the  help  of  God  to  deal  with  it  with
similar wisdom,  grace  and  tact  to  that
shown by Paul when he had to deal with
the difficulties at Corinth.  In the case of
the  misunderstanding between  some  of
the Corinthians and himself that we have
been considering, let us note particularly
Paul's appeal to them to deal with it in a
spirit of christian love (see 2 Cor. 6..11-13
and  7..2nd  NEE).
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6.  Let us make a point of being present,
whenever  possible,   at  all   the   regular
meetings of the Church of which we are
members, both on Sundays and weckdays.
We go to meet the Lordjesus himself, in
the  first  place,  relying  on  his  gracious
promise, twhere t\ro or three are gathered
in my name, there am I in the midst of
them'  (Mcitt.   18..20).   In  everything  he
must  be  pre-eminent  (Col.  I..18).
In the  second place,  however, we  go to
meet our brothers and sisters in  Christ,
and have fellowship with them. This too
is important. Our Lordjesus himself goes
there in order to meet them; so ought not
we  to  follow  his  example?
Let  us  attend  the  Services,  not  only  for
what we can get,  but also for what we
can give. We give our worship to God our
Father, who seeks it Oohn 4..23). We give
our Lord Jesus something that he greatly
values-the satisfaction of seeing `the fruit
of  the  travail  of  his  soul'(Jsci.   53..11),
as we  remember his  death for us,  and
worship him. And we give our brothers
and sisters in Christ our loving fenowship.
7.  If we know that we  are  going to be
absent from a meeting that we normally
attend, let us take steps to ensure that our
brothers  and  sisters  are  aware  of this
beforehand,  and  of  the  reason  for  it.
Otherwise they will be wondering what
has become of us; and whether perhaps
some accident has befallen us. Should we
treat our natural brothers and sisters in
such a thoughtless way? Surely not! Then
why  should  we  treat  our  brethren  in
Christ  differently?
Such are some of the ways in which we
may  lean  from  the  Scriptures  that we
should seek to fulfil our responsibilities as
highly privileged  members  of the  Royal
Family of God. As we put them into prac-
rice, with the help of the Holy Spirit, may
the  family  likeness  become  more  and
more apparent in our lives-likeness to
our Lordjesus himself, who is the eternal,
only  begotten  Son  of  God,  the  Second
Person  of the  Holy  Trinity.  And  as  this
likeness to Christ is seen in us, others will
know  that  we  are  his  disciples  indeed
Uohn  13:34-35).
May this  transforming work of God the
Holy Spirit proceed steadily in our hearts
`from  one  degree  of  glory  to  another'

(2  Cor.  3..18),  until that glad day when`the  whole  family in  heaven  and  earth'

(£ph.   3..15  ryv)   `shall  be   caught  up
together .  .  .  to meet the Lord in the air
(1   Thess.   4..17).   Then   God's   glorious
work  of `brinstng  many  sons  to  glory'
(Hcb.  2..10),  planned  in a past eternity,
will  have  its  grand  fulfilment,  and  we
shall be with Christ and like him for ever
and  ever.  Hallelujah!  Amen.
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8. T. SHARES

From Mr. H. Kiectes
Dear Mr. Lamb,
Thank you for Mr. Cousius' timely
comments in IIARVESThR re British Telecom
shares.
I was on the point of applying for a block
when I heard on radio that within a year
they could be worth at least twice their
present floated price.
This was stock exchange usury brought
down to the ordinary citizens level and I
am grateful for having cut it out.
Sincerely in Christ,
Herbert Keates,
44 Marine Drive, Great Barr,
Birmingham 844 888

BOOK CONFERENCE

From  Mr.  Graha:in  Hedges
Dear  Mr.  Lamb,
The  Librarians'  Christian  Fellowship  is
interested in making contact with Chris-
tians working as  archivists,  booksellers,
information scientists and publishers. We
are planning to hold a meeting in London
in  November  so  that  librarians  can
discuss matters of common interest with
Christians  in  these  related  occupations.
We  are  particularly  keen  to  contact
Christians working for `secular' organiza-
tious,  although we will also be pleased
to hear from booksellers, publishers etc.
in  the  `religious'  field.
If any of your readers are  interested  in
taking part in this meeting, perhaps they
would write to me at the address below.
Yours  sincerely,
Graham  Hedges,
Secretary,  Librarians'  Christian
Fellowship,
34  Thurlestone  Avenue,  Seven  rings,
Ilford,  Essex  IG3  9DU

yEs fr No

FromMr.]ohnMilrdr
Dear Mr. Lamb,
May I be allowed to take issue with Peter
Cousins over his leading article in the
February issue entitled `Yes Gp No'?
What he clailns to be a `comparatively
minor question' may well be so when
viewed in the context of an organized

national church, but assumes much
gI`eaterproportionswhenconsideredat
the level of small autonomous local
churches. Holding, as I do, a deep regard
andrespectforthesterlingqualitiesand
spiritual gifts of my brothers and sisters in
Christ who sincerely hold opposing views
to mine, I may well hesitate before
inflictingdeepdistressonthembyinsisting
on their acceptance of my interpretation
of controversial scriptures. If the teaching
of such scripture is so `plain', one
wonders why it has eluded so many
respected scholars, past and present, for
so long.
Incidentally, I mix with many Christians
of different denominations and have yet to
hearthemderidingourAn9icanbrethren;
on the contrary, I find them too pre-
occupied with overcoming their own
problems.
Yours sincerely,
John Millar,
4 Dane Wan, Stockport, SK5 UN

WOMEN
AND THE CHURCH

From Mr. G. T. West
Dear Mr. Lamb
The recent exchange of views
regarding the audible role of women
is but the latest of many letters you
have published over the past couple
of decades on this topic. As almost
every conceivable opinion has been
expressed in your columns at some
time regarding the relevant verses in
I Cor.11 and 14, I shall comment on
some of the general issues raised by
recent letters. I also wish to draw
your readers' attention to the
methods adopted by the proponents
ofall viewpoints, which show an
important similarity.
One advantage of an exchange of
views in your correspondence
columns is that it helps each of us (if
we look carefully at what is written
by those expressing views with
which we disagree) to identify the
unconscious assumptions we are
making. We all make such
assumptions and it is always easier to
see the speck in our brother's eye
than the log in our own. We can
usually rely on our brethren to come
to our aid! (Mci#. 7..4).
For the same reason it is helpful to
consult the views of believing
scholars and commentators. Those of
us, like myself, who lack expertise in
the original languages and detailed
knowledge of the conditions
prevailing at the time of whting, also
depend on such opinion when
considering detailed points of
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exegesis.
Although some of your
correspondents do not seem to realise
it, their arguments all arise from an
acceptance of Mr. Alexander's
statement (Nov. '84) that `there is an
apparent contradiction of I Cor.11..5
and 14..34'. The problem addressed by
all your correspondents over the
years has been how to resolve this
apparent contradiction. The method
adopted is always the same. It is as
well illustrated by Mr. Alexander as it
is by Mr. Hall or Mr. Conway. They
all suggest some way of limiting the
scope of the application of one of the
passages. Mr. Alexander limits the
application of ch. 14..34, 35. Messrs.
Hall and Conway limit the application
of ch.11..3-16. In order to do this, they
all assume some implied foecause not
stated in Scripture) limiting
condition. Mr. Armstrong assumes
that the prohibition in Ch. 14 was
related to local and temporary
circumstances. Mr. Conway consi`ders
this a theory. I understand what he
means, but in his sense of the word
`theory', Mr. Conway's own
suggestions that Ch.11..1-16 does not
relate to `a meeting of the church' is
also a theory.Just because it is a
`theory' does not make his suggestion
wrong or indeed right. It is simply
one of the ways in which believers
try to resolve the apparent
contradiction.
The question whether Mr. Conway's
suggestion or Mr. Armstrong's is
right or wrong requires ajudgment.
This must consider all the alternative
suggestions and the whole text and
context. Such ajudgment is not
capable of proof. None of your
correspondents will ever be able to
demonstrate in the logical sense that
they are right.
I do not need to give examples of the
matters to be considered when
making thisjudgment. Your
correspondents have already
suggested many of them over the
years. All these `theories' on both
sides must be appraised carefully and
their relative meritsjudged by a
variety of criteria. I suppose it is not
surprising that the debate has
continued so long in your columns.
Recent correspondents arguing for
the traditional view have, however,
suggested that those who disagree
with them are in some way
manifestly unfaithful to scripture and
that some correspondents are`refusing to listen' to scripture. Those
whoargueinthiswaymisunderstand
the nature of their own case and deny
to their brethren the methods that
they themselves use. Similarly, it is



mistaken to suggest that one view is
particularly `1iteral' or free from
personal extra-biblical assumptions.
Such arguments do not strengthen
the traditional case. Rather they
weaken it by suggesting it is based on
an inadequate consideration of the
issues.
Yours sincerely,
G. T. West
46 Canonbury Park North, London,
N1 2JT

CHILDLIKE FAITH

From Mr.  W.  Dickson
Dear  Mr.  Lamb,
Mr. H. I. Vernon writes on this subject in
the  February  IIARVESTER.  He  questions
whether very young children are incapable
of making  a  personal  commitment  to
Christ.
The OT scriptures he adduces in support
(Psci.  22-71  and Jcr.1),  are  scarcely
relevant.  His NT quote from Mci££.  19 is
unhelpful as to precise age. In any event
those children were brozt`g"I to Jesus by
parents; a different matter from coming
trustingly to Christ of their own volition.
Surely  the  truth  is  that we  have  no
scriptural  `age'  guidance,  as  to when  a
child  may  intelligently  accept  Christ.
Some children are precocious (in the best
sense)  and  while  still  very young  are
capable  of making  their  commitment.
Others may be nearing their teens before
they are  able knowingly  to  trust Christ.
We  must  treat  each  case  on  its  merits.
At  the  same  time  we  must  avoid  the
danger of clssztmfng a young person has
had  a  conversion  experience  simply
because  of their  Christian  home  back-
ground.  I  do  not  share  Mr.  Vernon's
experience  of knowing  many young
people who have `believed as long as they
remember'. I have known very few such
people and all of them regretted the lack
of a  specific  conversion  experience.
Yours  sincerely  in  Christ Jesus,
W.  Dickson,
18  Raith  Hill,  Ayr  KA7  4UF

WHO WILL BE TAKEN?

From Mr. A. W. Griusey
Dear Mr. Lamb,
It is generally accepted that the Second
Advent of our Lordjesus Christ has two
`aspects' i.e., `the coming for', and `the

coming with' His saints. We generally
believe that the first aspect is selective,
in that all saints will be `the taken' and
the un-saved will `be left'. For many years
Mr. Rolt Govett and Mr. D. M Panton
taught that the first aspect of His Coming
would be further selective in that only
some especially qualified saints would be
`the taken' and other saints would be left
also. They called it `partial rapture'.
Those especially selected are said to be
the twatchful' (Lztke 12..37i40) , the

`expectant' (iLtke 12.i/I/. 35-36) , `the

prayerful' that may be accounted worthy
(Lztke 21 TJ.36), and `the faithful' (Mci#.
24..4447). But surely these things should
mark a Christian's life! (1JOJm 3 tJ.3).
Does not this idea of partiality bring in an
element of `WoRKs', that it is not all of
grace? An ardent, sincere, devotee of this
doctrine delights to coITespond about it,
and has written a booklet `Who are the
taken', details of which I can furnish. Do
any readers take this view? What is the
position of the unenlightened, the secret
disciple, or backslidden? Are they not
covered by `Reward' as per the 1 Cor.
3..13 revelation by fire? Who has
clarification?
Yours sincerely,
Alfred W. Grimsey,
2 Swanton Drive, E. Dereham, Norfok.

TAKING IT LITERALLY

From Mr. L. L. Fox
Dear Mr. Lamb,
On reading the two letters,Jam. '85,
under the heading `Church order G9
the NT', I thought of the Lord's words
about David and the shewbread, and
my mind went to the scene in the
synagogue. In the synagogue was a
man with a withered hand, and the
Lord `1ooked round about on them
with anger' -on those who were
watching for an opportunity to
accuse Him of violating the literality
of their scriptures. In the synagogue
at Antioch, Paul himsclftaxed the
Jews with the fact that they knew not
the voi.ccs of the prophets, though
they heard them read every sabbath
day. I long for us to realize that the
use of the scriptures as a repository of
rules, c.g. to regulate gatherings
together in a legal way, is redolent of
Judaism, but tends to subvert
Christianity. Hans Kung has the
following classic remark: `The Bible
. . . may certainly be the"foundation" for the Church, for its
faith and confession; but it must not
become a quarry providing stones
more for throwing than for building
up'.
Suppose we visit an assembly that
claims to observe the `literality of

scripture'. Will we find that its
members have plucked out an eye, or
cut offa hand or foot (Mcitt. 18)? Or
are they, alone, ones whose hearts
have never condemned them? And
will we find the members washing
one another's feet in tap water UoJlrl
13..14)? I know the thinking behind
the recourse to Paul and not to the
Gospels, but find it hard to conceive
that Christ, who gave His life for, and
is currently building, His church, did
not know the cssc7ttr.cris for its
gatherings together. Leaving aside
the relegation of Acts, Paul it shall be.
So, with this in mind, let us re-visit
that `1iteralistic' assembly. Will we
now find that the members greet one
another with a holy kiss (four times
enjoined by Paul); all either speak
with tongues or prophesy (`1 would
that ye all' and `forbid not'); pray
with hands raised; and practise the
laying on of hands?
But enough: if today Paul could whte
to believers in the UK, who can
imagine that it would be about
sisters' silence? Would it not rather
be, for example, about drugs, TV,
alcohol, abortion, surrogacy and the
occult; about spiritual renewal; and
about the need for us to break the
bread of our material wealth to the
poor of the rest of the world? Surely
the Holy Spirit has not been inactive
during the last two millenia. A
thousand years is with the Lord as a
day. It took one and a half `days' for
the church to arrive at the
Reformation. For some time now, it
has been coming to me to wonder
whether the ending of the second`day' marks the time for the church
to reach the point where it accords to
women the measure of recognition
that the Lord Himself gave them
when He was here on earth.
In the things pertaining to the
kingdom of God (Acts 1..3), pedantic
concern for the niceties of outward
observances does not necessarily
betoken a higher spirituality; it could
be quite the reverse.
Yours sincerely
in the Master's service,
L. L. Fox
9 Warden Close, Maidstone, Kent
ME160JL

MEADOWCROFT
STORRS PARK, BOWNESS-ON-WINDERMERE

Enjoy a happy, peaceful holiday in the English Lake District
with all  its beauty of mountains and lakes.
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|JookingatBBqin
MEIN & WOMEN

The  Role  of Women:  8  prominent
Christians    debate    todays    issues
Shirley  Lees  (Ed.).  (IVP).  224pp.  fi.95

This  book  is  the  third  in  a  series  of
debates entitled `Where Christians differ'.
It is certainly very useful to have differing
views  on  the  same  subject between  the
same  paper  covers!
In  Part  1  there  are  four  essays  about
women in malTiage and in the home. The
first two, by Elizabeth Cathelwood and
David Field, take a more `traditional' view
whereas the second two, by Michael and
Valerie  Griffiths,  a  more  `radical'  view.
There  is  opportunity  given  for  each  to
comment  in  response  to  the  essays  of
the  others.
Similarly in Part 2 there are four essays
about  women  in  ministry  and  in  the
church.  The first two,  more `traditional'
views, are by James Hurley and Daphne
Key,   followed   by   two   more   `radical'
views from Joyce  Baldwin and Howard
Marshall.  Shirley Lees,  the editor,  has a
useful final chapter drawing together the
various arguments. Obviously, key words
under  discussion  are  helper,  headship,
submission  and  creation  order.
Was male dominance and female subjec-
tion a result of the fall, or God'sjudgement
on sin? Before the fall was there a hier-
archical   structure   or   partnership   of
equals? Is headship authority? Does sub-
mission mean subjection? Has the cross
of Christ and his forgiveness reversed the
results  of the  fall?
Interestingly  all  four  contributors  agree
that in worship and service in the early
church women prayed, prophesied, were
missionaries and were deacons. There is
less  agreement  as  to  whether  women
should  teach  or  hold  eldership.   (How
strange  that  they  are  often  allowed  to
abroad in a missionary situation, but not
at home!)  Is  there  a  difference between
formal  and  informal  teaching?
I hope I have whetted some appetites to
read  this book.  It enables  us  to  see  the
complexity   of  the   arguments   and   to
evaluate or rethink our own position.  It
is  full  of footnotes  and  quotations  from
other   authors.    Elizabeth   Cathelwood
sums up her response to Valerie Griffiths
in these words: `. . . the overan difference
between  us  is  that  we  are  addressing
different  audiences.  The  Griffithses  are
speaking to men who are abusing their
God-given   rule   and   keeping   women
down unbiblically and unjustly. I on the
other hand, have in mind strident, asser-
five,  "I  must be  free  to  develop  myself"
women, whom I am meeting in increas-
ing numbers,  in every kind of Christian
circle.'
Perhaps we  should be  thankful  for  the

proof reader who corrected the title of this
book which was headed at that stage `The
Rule  of Women'!

Review by Barbara Baigent

LEADERSHIP

A  Man under AuthorityLlualities of
Christian Leadership Charles Sibtholpe

(RIngsway  1984).  248pp.  £2.25
Paths of Leadership Andrew T. Ie Peau
(Scripture  Union  1984).  126pp.  £1.95

Here  are  yet  two  more  books  for  the
leadership  library,  one  from  the  discip-
lines of the Bethany Fellowship and the
second  from  the  US  popular  whtings
school.  Charles  Sibthorpe  is  director  of
the   Hyde   Leaders'   Weeks   with   their
declared  emphasis  on  `personal  revival
and  the  inner working  of God  in  each
person's life .  .  . transformed by God . . .
released  into  new power'-an  objective
indeed for all Christians.  He insists that
would-be  leaders  in  the  churches  need
to be aware of a call of God and not to
assume  any  `natural'  right  to  lead.  But
they are also to be willing to place them-
selves under submission to other men in
their own discipling; `Take My yoke and
lean  of Me  .  .  .'  becomes  extended  to
include other yokes of discipline mediated
through  fellow  believers.
The  main  thesis  of the  book  is  in  the
title  and his  discussion of the  nature  of
authority-whence?     whose?-is     an
instructive   prescription   of   submission
processes  in  all  aspects  of life-family,
church,  society-and the example given
of domestic planning of the household's
priorities   is,   perhaps,   as   revealing   a
regime as most proposed in the book. We
are quickly into the debate of authority v.
authoritarianism  and  his  statement  that
leadership is there to create order, inevit-
ably after its own perceiving, would need
a lot more teasing out of the issues and
questions   arising  in   the   mind   of  the
enquiring Christian, who may not be full.v
persuaded  that we  should  all  be  doing
the  same  things  and  facing  the  same
prescribed  direction.
Much of the book contains wise advice for
the   Christian   seeker   after   guidance-
listening to God and writing it all down
(echoes of Buchmanism?), hearing in the
circumstances   of  life   and  listening  to
today's prophets and their messages for
the   Lord's   People   to   follow!    Prayer
becomes  something  of  a  manipulative
device through the words of the suppli-
cant, calling upon God to give the victory
-but  what  victory  and  whose  will  is
being done? In  reinforcement of under-
stood prayer, the tongue Sfts are invoked
and it turns out that tyou will receive as
you learn to pray according to the will of
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God'-ah,  there's  the  rub!
This is a book for the selective reader and
judge  of the  subject matter,  who  has  a
background of study to refer to. It is diffi-
cult  to  do  justice  to  this  considerable
contribution in a short review. We com-
mend it to further study by those whose
interests   in   `leadership'   are   currently
engastng  their  minds.
The second volume by Andrew le Peau is
much more straightforward and readable
by the believer who reads while running}
He quickly abandons any serious attempt
i-o set up a leader stereotype by describing
a  collection  of  traits  and  qualities  of
personality;  he  recognizes  that  leaders
come in all sizes and shapes and emerge
in  different  situations-all  the  while  as
they   are   also   followers   and   servants
as  well.
He  provides  us  with  six  pathways  for
leaders to follow in their calling as ser-
vants (like the Servant-King) , as followers
(`leadership is a colporate act of follow-
ing'), as facilitators (enabling, cultivating,
encouraging,  `bringing  out  the  best  in
others'),  in  teaching  (`1eaming  to  think
and to understand the will of God who
teaches us'), as modellers  (exemplars of
love  in  action),  as  `envisioners'  (`seeing
the point in it all with Christ as the focus').
But who is sufficient for all these  roles?
Le Peau sees none of us fulfilling all the
leading tasks needed but goes strong on
shared  group  leadership:  `By  "everyone
leads" I mean that everyone, at one time
or another, fulfills [sic].a leadership role
(not necessarily a leadership position) . . .
but just  as  common  as  Christians  who
don't know  how  to  follow are  those  in
designated  positions  of leadership  who
inhibit and squash initiative in others as
they seek to express what God has stven
them. Strong leadership of this kind does
not produce a strong group.  It produces
weak members who are not allowed  to
orow'  (pp.i22ff.).
This book makes a lot of sense for those of
us who want to leam more of the com-
plex skills of being a leader/follower and
individuavgroup member all at the same
time.

Review ky John Bayes

BIBLE STUDY

Markj. A. Alexander (Banner of Truth
Trust).  444pp.  £6.95

When,  twenty  years  ago,  the  reviewer
was working on the Gospel according to
Mark as one of his contributions to  the
Pickering Gp lnglis `Bible Commentary for
Today',  one  of his  books  of  reference
which  he  found  very  useful  was  this
exposition of that Gospel, first published
in 1859, and republished by the Banner



of Truth Trust in  1960.  It was available
for  thirteen  shillings  and  sixpence,  less
than 70p. in present-day curreney. It has
now been reissued, and though the price
has been increased tenfold, it is still good
value for money, because the exegesis of
the  text  is  so  excellent.
The present-day Bible student would be
wise,  of course,  to  use  a  modern  com-
mentary  alongside  this  one  of the  mid-
nineteenth century, for he will then have
information  on  some  of the  important
critical    questions    relating   to    Mark's
Gospel  which   the   older  work  hardly
discusses.  But for spiritual nourishment,
Alexander's work far surpasses most such
commentaries of a later date; and for the
author to have lectured at the Princeton
Theolostcal` Seminary  in  the  U.S.A.  is  a
guarantee  of no  small  scholarship.
In this work, the comments are given, not
paragraph  by  paragraph,  but  verse  by
verse,  and  the  Authorized  Version,  of
course,  is  used.

Review ky Stephen S. Short

A Christian Handbook`to the Psalms
R.   E.   0.  White  (Patemosterffierdmans
1984).  22app.  £6.95  paperback

Not  all   Christians  value  and   use   the
Psahas  as  they  5houldr  That  may  be
because there are many parts that they do
not fully understand, or because they find
it hard to relate some of the sentiments to
the teaching of the NT. The author of this
helpful book not only assumes that Chris-
tians will  make  considerable  use  of the
Psalms in personal devotions and colpor-
ate worship,  but believes  that  they will
need help in understanding the original
meaning  of these  poems  and  in  using
them in a Christian way with appropriate
discrimination.  After a  few introductory
chapters,   the  book  treats   each  psalm
separately,   providing  an   apt  heading,
showing how modern scholarship illum-
inates the various statements,  suggesting
its devotional meaning for the Christian,
and closing with a list of NT echoes. As
usual, Mr. White writes attractively with
the mind of a scholar and the heart of a
pastor and provides us with a book which
will both instruct and inspire the general
reader  as  well  as  the  preacher.

R,eview ky John Bai`gent

God's  Prophet,   God's  Servant  John
Goldingay   (Paternoster   1984).    160pp.
£4.95  paperback

What does it mean to serve God? Should
the Lord's servant always be on top of the
world, experiencing blessing and success
wherever  he  or  she  goes?  What  is  the
difference  between  a  true  and  a  false
prophet?  How  can  a  prophet  remain
faithful  amidst  pressures  to  modify  the
message  or abandon  the  calling?  These
and   other   questions   are   raised   and
answered as Dr. Goldingay expounds the
accounts  of jeremiah's  experiences  and
the  descriptions of the servant in JscLhah

40L55 in  a way which brings  out their
relevance for the Christian today. Although
based  on  modem  OT  scholarship  (and
not everyone will agree with his views on
authorship--but they are incidental to the
main purpose), this book is whtten in a
contemporary style which makes it suit-
able   for  the   general   Christian   reader
(it has no footnotes!) It would be hard to
find a more satisfying (intellectually and
spiritually) treatment of these sections of
scripture.

ReviewbyJohnBaigent

Handbook to the Bible David and Pat
Alexander  (Eds.)  (Lion).  680pp.  £12.95

Time  means  change,  so  Lion have pro-
duced  this  new edition  of their  famous
Handbook. It is even better, incorporating
up-to-date  information  and  taking  into
account  versions  published  since  1973.
Set in a fresh type, with improvements to
the illustrative material, this volume will
give another ten years outstanding service
to  both  Bible  readers  and  students.

Review by Jim Hc[rris

MENTAL ILLNESS

f`  I'lace  Like  This  Roger  Grainger
(Churc`hman  Publishing  Ltd.).  94pp.
£3.95

rlaving  served   for  eleven  years  as
(hi|]lain of €i psyc`hiatric. hospital, the
Ri]\'i.rc.nd   Roger  Grainger  has  first-
h{`nd kiiowledgr. of both the problems
of thc' patients in such hospitals and
thc.  prc:judices  of the  general  public
€md i]ven some members of the medi-
(`{il profession outside suc.h hospitals.
I}ut hc. brings to the subject more than
lnt]rtl knowledge.  From his own per-
soml experience of mental illness he
I)Iings  also  an  undc.rstanding of the
f`c.c]1ings   of   thc.   patients.    There   is
hiiinour to I)c. found in this book, and
ho|]i]: therc. is symp€ithy without sen-
timcintality   €md   rc.markable   insight
into the minds of the I)atients and the
nurses and other staff who work in the
hospital.
In  €i  mixtiire  of prose  and  verse  he
t{ikc.s us not onl\r inside the wards and
the c.hapel but i-nto the minds of those
who liv(. €md work in such surround-
ings.
I'erha|)s the greatest source ofhope for
patients and staff alike is to be found in
Roger Grainger`s conviction that God
is involved in the situation and that he
is  at  work  carrying  out  his  eternal
ministry of healing.
This book which reflects so accurately
life in a psychiatric hospital provides
an excellent and necessary antidote to
the  prejudice  and  ignorance  which
govern the attitudes of so many people
to this form of illness.
Review by A. Cousins
and L. IIetherirvgton
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THE cHuncH

Bedlurk: A Vision for the Iocal Chulth
David   Prior   (Hodder   and   Stoughton).
159pp.  £1.75
Ten  Growing  Churches  Eddie  Gibbs
(Ed.)  (MARC  Europe).  190pp.  £1.95

`Where there is no vision', says the Book

of Proverbs,  `the  people  perish'.  Where
there is no growth, churches stagnate and
Christians lose heart. In these two books
we  are  offered  a  vision  for  the  local
church; and an insight into ten growing
churches in Entland and Scotland. They
have  been  written  to  challenge  and  to
encourage  us.
In  Bcczriock  David  Prior  draws  on  his
experiences in Cape Town and in Oxford
to  examine  the  essential  priorities  for
God's church in an increasingly unstable
world. As he studied Hebrews chapter 12
and 13, nine unshakeable realities seemed
to  emerge,  and  a  chapter  is  devoted  to
each of them: acceptable worship; love of
the brethren [small b]; love for strangers;
love  for  the  under-privileged;  Christian
family  life;  a  sharing  life  style;  shared
leadership;  sound  teaching;  shame  and
suffering. `When a local church bases its
life on these realities .  .  .  it will demon-
strafe  the  life  of God's  Kingdom.'
David  Prior  has  whtten  an  important
book. I hope many members of Brethren
churches will go out of their way to read
it, and allow it to influence their thinking.
Although it is obviously written from an
Angelical  viewpoint,  most  of it  can  be
readily applied  in  the  Brethren  context;
indeed, some of the insigivts and emphases
(e.g. shared leadership) are cornerstones
of assembly  thought  and  practice.
The first chapter, on worship, is also the
longest, and we are urged to put worship
`at the heart of our fellowship and polity-
making'. Worship should naturally over-
spill into fellowship, and fellowship into
evangelism. David Prior warns us against
the tyrarmy of time in worship, and argues
for  the  centrality  of  the  Eucharist;  he
reminds us of the beauty of silence, and
the vital importance of music-and that's
only  the  first  chapter!
The rest of the book is consistently helpful
and challenstng,  although we won't all
agree with his views on Sunday Schools.
One final quotation from the chapter on
Christian family life: `1 reckon that a local
church needs its Sunday worship together
and   its   home-churches   weekly-and
virtually nothing else'. How about that as
a discussion-starter at your next church
study group? I do hope you read this book.
It's well worth the investment of time, and
I  have  no  doubt that you,  like me, will
often  refer  back  to  it.
From the general we pass to the particular,
in Tgrt Growing Chztrches.  This interest-
ing book  gives  honest  and  encouraging
accounts of ten  `ordinary' churches  that
have  experienced  real  growlh in  recent
years.   They  are  drawn  from  different
areas  and  denominations,  although  no
Brethren  church  is  included.



Eddie Gibbs, the Mission England Direc-
tor of Training, has contributed a useful
introductory  chapter,  drawing  together
some  of the  unifying  threads  from  the
ten  churches.  It  is  however  salutary  to
remember   his   waming:   `No   chapter
should be taken as a success-guaranteed
model.  There  are  no  monthly checklists
to  be  slavishly  followed.'  Certainly  the
various ministers' accounts of their suc-
cesses  and  failures  make  it  clear  that
`there  is  no  alternative  to  seeking  the
Lord's direction and resources for every
situation'.
Having said that,  he  does identify some
recurring characteristics:  the  leadership
needs to have vision, commitment, a will-
ingness  to  take  risks,  and  to  encourage
the leadership potential in others.  Plans
need  to  be  forged  in  prayer,  expressed
with clarity, and implemented with init-
iative and conviction, without stinting the
necessary resources. Other shared featuus
that he notes include inspiring worship,
the  use  of small  groups,  the  readiness
to  meet  `felt  needs'  and  to  meet  people
where they are, the provision of a Cway in'
to the fellowship, and a wide horizon of
missionary interest.  No shortage of food
for  thought  there.
The  case-histories  of  the  ten  churches
make interesting and wolthwhile reading,
and  the  variety  of  situations  described
means that most readers will find some
points of similarity with their own home
churches. But at the end of the day I find
myself  a   little   unsure   whether   many
Christians  will  actually  buy  the  book.
It will be a pity if they don't-I enjoyed
reading  it,  and  found  the  breadth  of
experience  helpful  and  encouractng.

Reviews ky Richard Bell

Biblical     Interpretation     and    the
Church D. A. Carson (Ed.)  (Paternoster
1984).  240pp.  £6.95  paperback

The scholarly essays in this volume were
sponsored  by  the  Theological  Commis-

sion of the World Evangelical Fellowship
and  come  from  contributors  in   seven
countries:  Australia,  Canada,  England,
West Germany,  Guatemala,  The  United
States and Upper Volta. Each is an exer-
cise in applied hermeneutics:  seeking to
discover how what the Bible says relates
to  the  nature,  scope  and mission  of the
church  in  various  cultures  today.  Thus
one  deals  with  the  church  in  African
theology; another examines the church in
liberation theology; and another explores
the issue of social justice.  There are also
more   general   studies   of  the   biblical
teaching on the church and an important
treatment of `principalities and` powers'.
A worthwhile and stimulating collection
for  the  theologically  aware  reader.

R.eview ky John Balgent

PETER fr pOpE

Whatever  happened  to  the  Big
Fisherman?   Peter   Westcott    (The
Alvescott   Press,   1984).   75pp.   £6.95
casebound

The blurb claims Peter Westcott to be
the    pen-name    of   `a    well-known
historian   and  lawver'.   One  has  to
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accept this on trust, as the book shows
no signs of historical methodology, let
alone critical analysis of the available
facts.  It is,  plainly,  a polemic against
the catholic church and the primacy of
the  Pope  as  Bishop  of Rome  in  an
unbroken  line  from  Peter.  It  is  cer-
tainly   debatable   how   reliable   the
sources for this claim of the catholic
church are, and no Christian scholar of
whatever denomination would want
to shy away from a renewed careful
investigation.    Westcott,    however,
prefers an approach of condescending
`journalese  (c.`g'.,  `The  observations  of

Institute  in  Biblical  Counselling
conducted by Dr Lawrence Crabb

assisted by Bev Dan Allender (USA)
at the

University of Surrey, Guild ford,
August 19th -24th 1985

Dr  Crabb,  a  clinical   psychologist,   is  widely   known   in   the  USA   for  his
uncompromising  stand  on  Scripture as the basis for all  effective counselling.
He  believes  that  Biblical  counselling  belongs,  ideally,  to the  local  church  and
that caring, mature Christians in local churches can learn to effectively counsel
through  participation  in an  intensive training  programme.

The course is being presented in this country under the auspices of CWB.
Applicants   should   note   that  the  course   is   intensive  and   is   suited   to

professionals  such  as  ministers,  missionaries,   psychologists,  Bible  school
staff and students and social workers.

Application forms and details from: CWB,  Box 11, Walton on Thames, Surrey
Tel : 0932 244499
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josephus in his A7ttfqLtfffcs aboutjohn
the  Baptist  are,  for  a  contemporary
Jew,  profound.')  Even  worse  is  his
biasedly selective attitude towards the
sources themselves. jerome's account
ofpeter's stay in Rome is deemed to be
without value, since he wrote as late as
the  end  of the  fourth  century.  The
anonymous author of the Ambrosias-
ter text, however (called Ambrosias-
1ev   by   Westcott   in   one   of  many
printing (?)  errors) is  adduced as  an
important  witness  against  any  apos-
tolic  visit  to  Rome,  even  though he
was no less a fourth century author
than jerome,  and  a  completely  un-
known  quantity  at  that,  In  his  dia-
tribe, Westcott goes so far as to assert
that there is no evidence for the crimes
committed by  Nero;  he  distorts  the
text ofl Clement, betrays a total lack of
knowledge      about      archaeological
discoveries  in  Rome   and   does  not
refrain  from   using  spurious  docu-
ments  (such  as  the  so  called  Abdias
writing)  to  `prove'  that  Babylon  in
1   Pcfcr  5..13  is   not   Rome,  but   the
historical Babylon after all. In fact, it is
difficult  to  see  what  kind  of reader
Westc`ott  and his  publishers have  in
mind.
Re+iiew by C. P. Thiede

A VITAL MINISTRY

Doli't     Wait     Till     He's     Dead
Derick Bingham (Marshall Pickering).
128pp. £1.60

Everybody     needs     encouragement
NOW!
That subtitle hits a pastoral nail right
on the head.  Living in an age when
people  fall  more  readily to  criticism
than  to  being  complimentary,  it  is
good  to  be  reminded  of the  thera-
peutic    value    of    encouragement.
DerickBinghamwritesashepreaches,
in an uncomplicated, well-illustrated,
easv to cope with style.  Reading this
bo6k is no chore and it doesn't take
long to get through`  so first impres-
sions lrlight be that it is rather light-
weight.   Closer  attention,   however,
will  show how well-rooted in  Scrip-
ture  his  points  are and very widely
applied to life. Verbal illustrations are
drawn  froln  many  sources  and  the
book abounds with quotations, which
means  that,  although  it  is  intended
primarily to encourage and teach us
all to be encouragers of others, it also
providessomeveryusefulmaterialfor
those of us who pursue a public minis-
try.  It is difficult to be critical about
a  book  on  the  theme  of encourage-
ment - there is an inbuilt emotional
reluctance  -  what  a  relief that  one
doesn't have to be!
Review by Jim Hcuris



NEWS PAGES
Bible
The   New   Interrratiorral  Version   With
Rc/grer'!ces  is  now  available,  printed  in
double  columns  with  the  admired  and
much-used references compiled by F.  C.
Thompson for the Kjv.  They have been
anglicised and updated: those who value
the chain reference rystem will rejoice to
see  it  available  with  a  modern  transla-
tion.  Students  who  prefer  a  traditional
rystem  of cross-referencing will  be  less
enthusiastic. The Thompson Chain Refer-
ence  NIV  is  published  by  Hodder  &
Stoughton and costs £16.95 in boards and
£29.95  in  leather.

Marking  a  Bible   is  not   always   eaiey
because ink tends to Cbleed' through thin
Bible  paper.   A  new  type  of  coloured
pencil  has  now  been  produced  which
will mark thin papers (also plastic, glass
or metal) in a fluorescent colour.  Stabilo
Boss markers cost 59p per pencil or £2.95
for a wallet including a pencil sharpener.
(But the wallet includes a yellow marker
which may not be easily visible on some
papers.)

The  London  Bible  Galler}i will close  on
/I/7/J  31.  This  unique  exhibition,  which
attracts  4,000  visitors  a  year,   is  open
between 10 and 4 from Mondays to Fri-
days (not on Bank Holidays and Maundy
Thursday). In addition, it will be open on
two  Saturdays,  March  16  and April  20.
After July  31  it  will  move  to  Swindon,
where the Bible Society has its new head-
quarters. It will take a little while after the
move for the display to be put into action
once  more.  Large  parties  should  book
their   tour   in   advance,   phoning  Julia
Pitcher  on  01-248  4751.

Camps and Conferences
Dovetail is  a  recently established organ-
ization which offers training to wardens
and  managers  of  Christian  conference
centres.    More    significantly    for    most

readers  of IIARVESTER,  it maintains a list
of centres and camps nationwide and their
vacant  dates.  This  information  is  avail-
able  free  of charge.  A  small  charge  is
made  for  information  about  European
venues  available  to  UK  groups.   More
information  from:   Dovetail  Trust  Ltd.,
3  Romford  Road,  Pembury,  Tunbridge
Wells,  Kent  TN2  4HT.  Phone:  089-282
3927.

Charismatic Renewal
At a conference for Presbyterians in the
USA, Leighton Ford, Vice President of the
Billy   Graham   Evangelistic   Association
and  Chairman  of  the  Lausanne  Com-
mittee  for  World  Evangelization,  called
upon his hearers to reject the polarization,
which, he said, often characterizes Chris-
tians' response even to a mention of the
power  of the  Holy  Spirit.
On  the  one  hand,  he  contended,  were
those  `who  would  treat  most  manifest-
ations of the Spirit's power as dangerous,
divisive,   and   perhaps   demonic'.   The
peril, then, he suggested, was that Chris-
tians  and  churches become  `encased  in
hard orthodoxy. But others applaud every
so-called    manifestation    of   the    Spirit
without "testing the  spirits",'  he  added.
`Then   we   fall   into   subjectivism   and
emotionalism.' The need of the age, Ford
maintained, was `the renewing power of
the  Holy Spirit flowing in healing grace
into the broken relationships of the church,
the nation, and the world.' The congress,
which was one of the largest gatherings
of  American   Presbyterians   in   recent
years,  was  also  addressed by  Dr.  Lloyd
Octlivie,  Dr.  Bruce  Larson  and  Roberia
Hestenes.

Church Growl
The British Church Growth Association is
to hold its second national conference in
Birmingham from September 16-19. The
theme of the conference is to be CoriTicrstori
and Leslie Newbiggen,  Roy Pointer and

BEST.AIVDREW'SBIBLECOLLEGE
A  NEW  OPPORTUNITY  FOR  CHRISTIAN  TRAINING

SEPTEMBER  1985!

One or Two Year Course-Subjects covered:-
Christian Doctrine, Apologetics,  Evangelism,
Preaching,  Pastoral Training, Church History,

Practical Outreach.
Opt/.ona/ Extras.. Music and  English

Write with stamp for prospectus to:
Director of Studies,  David  Henderson,  B.A., Cert Ed., ALCM,

St. Andrew's Christian Centre, Castle Howard Poad,
Malton,  North Yorkshire Y017 0AY     Tel: (0653) 7518
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Chris Sugden are among the international
panel of speakers. The subjects to be dealt
with will include conversion in the Bible,
the contemporary debate about conversion
in the British church,  the growth of the
world church,  the impact of conversion
on  individual  societies  and  conversion
growlh in Britain today.  There will also
be seminars on a variety of other related
topics.
The conference will be at Queen's Couege,
Birmingham   and  full   details   may  be
obtained    from    the    Secretary    at    59
Warrington   Road,   Harrow,   Middlesex
RA1  1SZ.

Colombia
The  International  Federation  of  Evan-
gelical Students reports increasing open-
ness  nationwide  in  Colombia.  At  Valle
University around  150  students  came to
hear  Colombian  staflivorker  Hernando
Hernandez   speak   on   `Is   Christianity
Alienating?' The group had prepared by
fasting and prayer, involving local pastors
and   church   leaders,   and   distributing
posters and leaflets. `It was the first time
such an event had been held at the uni-
versity.  Only a few years ago we would
have  come  up  against  a  great  deal  of
opposition and violence. We felt the walls
around ourjericho were beginning to fall
.  .  .'  he  reported joyfully.
Sadly, further news came from Colombia
as the report on this campaign was being
prepared.    Hernando   Hemandez   was
killed in a car accident on his way home
after  attending  a   training  seminar  in
Quito. He leaves a wife and four-year-old
daughter together with a widowed mother.
Prayer is requested for them personally-
also for workers in the reston, `which is
bursting open to the gospel of Christ but
under  dark  attack.'  Indeed,  three  staff
workers   in   Bolivia   narrowly   escaped
death on their way to the  same  confer-
ence.  When  they  arrived  at  the  ailpori
they were told that their flight had been
cancelled.  In  fact,  it  took  off and  later
crashed.

Copyright in Worship Songs
Copyright   restrictions,   which   prevent
people copying songs without permission
and payment of a fee, have undoubtedly
acted as a barrier to the widespread use
of new worship music in local churches.
Yet composers-and publishers-may be
thought to have some right to a return for
their work and financial investment. But,
in a radical move, Restoration Music Ltd.,
associated  with  the  Harvestime  Fellow-
ship,   Restoration   Magazine,   and   the
Dales and Wales Bible Weeks, has released
all  its  songs  from  copyright  restrictions
when  they  are  used  in  the  context  of
public worship.  In a press release dated
Febmary 22, they point out that the con-



cession  applies  only  to  use  for  public
worship  and  subje.ct  to  certain  condi-
tions.  The following uses are  approved:
handwritten, duplicated or printed song-
sheets  and  songbooks,  reproduction  on
posters,  large  sheets  and  blackboards,
transparencies  and  photographic  slides,
special musical aITan8ements for musical
instruments (copies to be supplied to the
publisher), translations of the words into
a foreign language version (copies of the
translation and the literal English equiva-
lent of the foreign language version to be
supplied  to  the  publisher).
The  conditions  are  that  the  reproduced
material  should  be  used  in  connection
with  worship  services,  that  no  charge
shall be made for it, that the correct and
original version of the song be used, that
credit be  given  to  the  author  and  com-
poser,   that   a   copy   of  the   songsheet,
chorus  book,  etc.  so  produced  shall  be
sent free  of charge  to Restoration  Music
for information. Also that credit shall be
given  in an approved form to  the  cop.v-
right owner: `© Restoration Music-free
use  granted  for  public  worship'.

Easter
Scripture Union Soundstrips have recendy
been  produced,  suitable  for  famil.v  ser-
vices, 8-lls, and all age groups, retelling
the Bible stories of the crucifixion and the
resuniection in a straithtforward manner.
There is a `Good Frida.v' soundstrip last-
ing for 10 minutes and an `Easter Sunda.v'
one which lasts for  eight minutes.  The.v
are sold separately and each costs £12.45
including   VAT.    Each   pack   includes
worksheets  for  8-11  vear-olds.

Four-paged colour leaflets fior use \ocatry
as   an   introduction   to   the   Christian
message   at  Easter  are   available   from
Challenge Literature Fellowship, Revenue
Buildings, Chapel Road, Worthing, West
Sussex,  BNll  1BQ.

Bfble Society  has  produced  a  full-colour
scripture   selection   leaflet,   `A   Da.v   to
Change  the  World',  also  a  duplicating
leaflet  for  use  over  the  Easter  season,
`Easter  is  not just  a  holiday'.

Frontier Youth Tnist
Frontier  Youth  Trust  is  21  this  Year.
A National Event at Swanwick celebrated
the  event,  which  finds  the  Trust  a  net-
work of more than 4,000 Christian youth
workers   involved   with   disadvantaged
young people. As it reaches its majority,
FVI`  will  operate  under  new  constitu-
tional  aITangements.  control  will  move
from the Scripture Union Council to the
FYT Committee under a Board of Trus-
tees,  consisting  of four  nominees  each
from  SU  and  FYT.  Present staff will be
seconded by SU  to  FYT.  Frontier  Youth
Trust will  maintain  strong  links  within
the SU family and Scripture Union will
maintain  its  own  firm  commitment  to
urban  mission.
Twlro  of the  founders  of FYT  are  now
Bishops.  Michael  Whinney,  then  at  the

Cambridge  University  Mission  in  Ber-
mondsey,  is  now  Bishop  of Aston  and
soon to become Bishop of southwell. And
the first `spare time' Secretary of FYT was
David Sheppard,  then  at  the  Mayflower
Family Centre and now Bishop of Liver-
pool.
Michael Eastman was appointed the first
full-time Secretary of FYT in 1967.  He is
now one of a staff team of eleven, includ-
ing   representatives    in    Scotland    and
Norihem  Ireland.
FYT  provides  youth  workers  in  tough
situations with training, encouragement,
and pastoral care and also with resources
and `know-how'.  FYT is also developing
its  own  camping  programme  and  ten
camps  will  be  held  this  summer.

a:ncdi:EEEedpeopleand
An ecumenical course has been planned
for all who are pastorally involved with
people who have special needs in church
life.   It  will   consider  key  concepts  for
ordained and lav men and women com-
mitted to innova.tive ideas and practice in
community development and wishing to
enhance   the   position   of  people   with
mental   and   physical   disabilities.   The
course will take place on April 22-24 at
Castle   Priory   College   in   Wallingford,
Oxfordshire.  The  cost  is  £38  for  tuition
and £37 for residence. Application should
be made to the Principal of the college at
Thames Street, Wallingford, Oxfordshire
OX10  0HE.  A  non-returnable  deposit  of
£20  is  payable.

Harvester'
The  Trustees  Of Han!e`ster hzIving been
reduced to three in number through the
homecalls  of Sir John  Laing,  Mr. John
Rollo  and  Mr.  Arnold  Pickering,  three
additions  have  recentlv been  made  and
the  tlust  is  now  composed  of Professor
F.  F.   Bruce,  Mr.   F.   Rov  Goad,  Mr.   8.
Howard Mudditt, Dr. Ha-rold H. Rowdon
and   Dr.   Frederick   A.   Tatford.   These
changes do not, of course, affect editorial
and  publishing  polic.v.

Lute  arri\Ial  Of a  montht}l  rTragaz>ine  is
alwavs anno.wing. Members of the editoi`-
ial aid production team do their best to
ensure that subscribers I.eceive the maga-
zine at the beginning of each month, not
a week later,  since this would make the
news page even more retrospective than it
alreadv is! But there are difficulties. Most
(not ail)  of the editorial work is done in
Exeter, the layout in London, the typeset-
ting   in   Torquay,   the   machining   and
despatch   fi`om   Tiverton.    Dela.v   at   or
between any of these points is difficult to
make up.  In addition,  postal delays  are
not  uncommon.  The  March  edition,  for
example,  was  seriously  affected  when
a   small   package  posted  first  class   in
Torquay on a Thursday evening took five
days  to  reach  Tiverion,  25  miles  away.
If copies arrive late, we ask your forbear-
ance  and  an  understanding  of the  dif-
ficulties  of producing  a  monthl.v  maga-
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zinc as attractively and as economically
as  possible.

Aware  Last  month  saw  the  launch  of
`Aware', the new Harvester World Mission

quarterly.   Please   note   that  copies  are
available  separately  in  multiples  of five
for  use  by  interested  individuals.  This
month  sees  publication  of `Aware  UK'.

Islam
The  foundation  stone  has  been  laid  of
Islam's most `daring' incursion into one of
the West's reliSous strongholds-the city
of Rome itself. Witnessed by Italy's Presi-
dent  and  Foreign  Minister,  and  by  no
fewer  than  24  ambassadors  from  Arab
countries, the ceremony took place under
a huge tent roofed with a series of elegant
cupolas.  Various  Islamic  and  Western
architectural styles are being combined in
the  mosque's  constniction  in  a  manner
which  has  not  won  universal  favour.
Scheduled for completion in three years,
it tock 10 before permission for the build-
ing was granted. It is estimated there are
200,000 Muslims in Italy, about 35,000 of
them in Rome. The mosque will accom-
modate 2,000 people and will have one of
the largest Muslim libraries in the West.

Lebanon
A telephone counselling service is ready
to start in Beirut, Lebanon, as soon as the
national    telecommunications    ministrv
provides the phone lines. Contact Helplin.e
Beirut,  supported  bv  church  and  social
aid groups, has a t:am of 30 volunteers
who have  completed a 52-hour training
programme  on  first  aid  and  on  giving
advice for marital and sexual problems,
alcoholism  and  drug  addiction.
CHB  director  Katie  Saroufim  said  that
telephone  counselling  is  a  totally  new
concept for Lebanon, and she expects to
receive a lot of calls. `So many problems
have been created for people because of
the war. Manv would like to seek profes-
sional help,  but the.v don't know where
to  turn  as  such  institutions  are  rare  in
Lebanon,'  she  adds.
Assisting   Ms.   Saroufim  will   be   Revd.
Nuhad  Tomeh,  who  has  had  previous
experience  of a  diug  awareness  prog-
ramme run bv Partners in Mission from
1980no2.  The-counselling selvice will be
fi`ee of charge and available six hours a
dav  at  first,  but  the  volunteers  hope  to
in;n  the  phones  around-the-clock.

London City Mission
1985  sees  the  150th  anniversarv  of the
commencement of the London Citv Mis-
sion's  work  in  the  capital.   A  L-ondon
annual   meeting  will   be   held   in   the
evening on  May  16  at  the  Central  Hall,
Westminster,     featuring    the     London
Emmanuel Choir and Dr. R. T. Kendall of
Westlninster  Chapel.   There  will  be   a
united rally in Trafalgar Square onjuly 6,
a communion service at 7 pin onjune 5 at
All Souls Church, Langham Place, and a
rally on October 31 at 7.30 pin. This will
be   evangelistic   and   will   feature   Luis



Palau. Reserved tickets for the meetings at
Central Hall, Westminster and The Royal
Alberi Hall may be obtained by writing to
the  headquarters  of  the  Mission,   175,
Tower  Bridge  Road,  London  SE1  2AII.

London InstitLite for
Contemporary Christianity
Cross-cultural experience in the heart of
London's West End is being offered by the
LICC. An eight-week School of Christian
Encounter starts on May 6. Africa, India,
and   South   East  Asia   are   represented
among  those  enrolling,  in  addition  to
people   from   the   UK.   The   four   main
emphases of the school will be: Chrisfhari
Faith in the Twentieth Century; Crossing
Frontiers with the Gospel; Faith Eneoun-
tering Rivals and Issues Facing Christia:us
Tocha}J.  Application  fol`ms  are  available
from the Institute at Vere Street, London
WIM  9HP  (Telephone  Olng29  3615).

Mammon-and God
Readers will recall the concern that many
listeners  expressed  when  the  BBC  dis-
placed `Prayer for the Day' from its pre-
vious position  at 6.45  am and  moved  it
back  to  6.25  am  in  what  many  people
thought  of as  `dead'  time  following  the
farming news. The time thus made avail-
able has not remained empty for long. It
has now been pre-empted by a five-minute
feature of `City News'. It would be wrong
to draw any conclusions from this about
the  way  in  which   the   813C   perceives
human  nature.  Or  would  it?

Masterplan mblishing
Masterplan     Publishing     claims     that
`American magazines are noted for their
high quality and informed content aimed
at meeting specific, practical needs which
are  just  as  relevant  in  the  UK  as  in
America.   No   nonsense,   no   hype,  just
down to earth help for you in your minis-
try  or  Christian  life.'
Readers may have their own ideas about
what American magazines are noted for
but four of the better ones are available
direct to UK subscribers from Masterplan
Publishing.   These  include   Chrisfhar„.ty
Today   and  Discipleship  Journal.   Full
details can be obtained from Masterplan
Publishing  at   15   Coombe   Road,   New
Malden,   Surrey   KT3   4PX   (Telephone
01-942    9442).    Certainly,    CJlrisfhanfty
Tocha;J at £16.75 for 26 issues looks like a
bargain-specially   as   the   American
cover  price  is  $52  for  the  year.

Relief
Tgcir fwncJ has announced its support for
a major new initiative to provide emer-
geney food and medical care for 25,000
refugees in the Sudan. An initial grant of
£25,000 will start the programme in the
Wad Kowli area of eastern Sudan, where
in less than a month a makeshift camp
as grown to house 100,000 refugees who
have come in search of food. But there is
none-and water supplies are dwindling
fast.  The emergeney feeding progl`amme
will  provide  supplementary  feeding  for

malnourished   children,   pregriant   and
nursing  mothers,  the  old  and  the  sick.
A team of five nurses, a nutrition expert
and  field  director  will  also  be  training
refugees to become health workers who
will  eventually  run  the  project.
In view  of the  resistance  offered by  the
Sudan to the efforts of voluntary organiz-
ations,  it is interesting to note that Tear
Fund's   partners,    Christian   Outreach,
were  asked  to  provide  this  help  by  the
United  Nations  High  Commissioner  for
Refugees  after  it had  become  clear that
the   present   relief  agencies   in   Sudan
would be unable to cope with the enor-
mous  torrent  of starving  people.

A Spiritual Response to Famine Retiof is
reported  from  Mali.  Gospel  Missionary
Union  workers,  for  example,  reported
1,000   conversions   in   1984.   `We   have
never  seen  anything  like  it,'  said  GMU
field  director  Harold  Peters.   This  res-
ponse   increased   the   total   number   of
Christians  in  one  district  of Mali  from
2,000  to  3,000-a  500/o  growth  in  one
year. The impartial distribution by Chris-
tian agencies of relief supplies and food to
both  Christians  and  non-Christians  had
made  a  profound  impact.

Zimbabwe
It seems as though Zimbabwe is becom-
ing the Cin' venue for Christian conferences.
During    December    1984,    nearly    250
students  and  associates  of the  IFES  in
Central   and   Southern   Africa   met   in
Harare to consider `jesus Christ, the Hope
of  Africa'.   The   main   speakers   were
Bishop  Festo  RIvengere  of Uganda  and
Dr. Tokunboh Adeyemo of Nigeria. This,
the  first  conference  of its  kind,  was  so
successful   that  there   is   a  widespread
demand  for  more  similar  conferences.
From April 29-May 4 Harare will act as
host to more than 300 delegates coming
from all continents for Scripture Union's
biggest-ever    international    conference.
Some-those from Uganda for example-
will be crossing Lake Tanganyika by boat
and then going on to Harare by road. The
delegate  from  Latin America  has  found
that the cheapest way is to fly via London.
The  theme  will  be  `God's  Word  in  a
Young World' and  the programme will
include workshops on children's evangel-
ism, school groups, camps and teenagers,
reaching  the  family  unit,  marriage  en-
richment,  counselling and  tl`aining.  The
main conference speaker will be Samuel
Escobar  from  Peru.

KNOW GOD
A basic introduction
to the Christian fa.Ith

Written  by  evangelist  Derek  cleave  in  fellowship  with
other members of Christian Ministries, this little book is
brief  and  simple.  It  avoids  trivialising  the  Gospel  and
emphasises the link between conversion and Christian
discipleship within the local church.

Dennis Pierce (Counties Evangelistic Work) says:
'Know God achieves its purpose and presents
an understandable introduction to the
Christian  Faith.  I'm certain  it would bring
enlightenment to the genuine seeker.'

Available to HAPIVESTEP readers at a specially discounted
price of £4 for a pack of 10 (normal retail price 55p each).
Send cash with order.

`8ff/fib-/5Z85

The Paternoster Press,
Paternoster House,

3 Mount Radford Crescent,
Exeter, EX2 4JW
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`This is orLe Of the most signifecaut books Of its kind since Frank Morison's`
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he has ir;ndered:over the resurr_ectior: stories for n.early 40 yes;rs,^a¥d
believe:  he   can   see   the   absolute   harmony   and  agreement  Of  the
various accounts. Thisf iascinatin8 book is the result'   (GOSPEL STANDALRD)

`This brilliant book'
(Michael Green)

`Itisrefreshingtocomeonabiblicalscholqrw.h.owriteswithpssur.ancTeoT
the ev-idence o-i the resurrection .  .  . read with an ore_n mired, t_f ee book`
is f all of interdst.                                                                    ¢CAITHoUC HERAID)

`Gripping, psychologically convincing
. . . enthralling'

Oohn Allan)
`This work Of undoubted scholarship deserves the ?losest^ atten_lion. oif all
who  sincerely  seek the  truth  about_ th_e  re_surr_e.cti?n  Of our  for.d J^esus
Christ  .  .  .  i welcome  what can only be  described as  an ?p±irely fres!L
approach to the Gospel records by a scholar Of unimpea£_hab|E ir_L¥.g_r_i_I:

(BRITISH WEEKLY)

Anotherfidith-butldingbookfrom
The Paternoster Press

3 Mount Radford Crescent, EXETER EX2 4]W
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PEOPLE 6p PLACES
STEWARDSHIP

Home Workers Fund:
Latchett Hall, Latchett Road, South Wood-
ford, London, E18  1DL. Gifts received by
the  Fund  for  general  purposes  during
February amounted to £1,456.23.

Missionaries' Children's Aid Fund:
29 Queen Street, I,ondon EC4R IBH. Gifts
received by the Fund for general purposes
during February amounted to £628.70.

Retired Missionary Aid Fund:
12   Clevelands   Crescent,   North   Shields,
NE29   0NP.   Gifts   and   legacies   received
during February amounted to £5,251.23.

PRAYER  LIST

Bai8ent, J.:
Walthamstow 5; Littleport 6, 7; Letchworth
13;  Spring  Harvest  15-21;  Hailsham  27;
Wandsworth  3,  4,  11,  14,  28.

Clifford,  D.  L.:
Florence,      Orlando;      Florence      (South
Carolina) ; Wiuston Salem (Nolth Carolina);
Washington  D.C.

Gillham,  S.:
Heatherlands,  Parkstone  1;  Wyke  ReLgivs  3;
West Moors 4-7; West Moors Holiday Bible
Club  9-14;  Slavanha  15-20;  Preston/West
Moors 21;  Dorset Regional  Fellowship  22;
Bethany,  Weymouth  23;  Ebenezer,  Wry-
mouth    24;    Drummond,    Boscombe    25;
Blandford 28,  29; Bethany, Weymouth 30.

Grimse.v,  A.  W.:
Holland.

Loader,  G.:
Bristol  5-11;  Celebration  12-13;  Nazarene
Mission,  Bristol  14-21;  London  26;  Wells
27;  Hasbury  28.

Phillips,  C.:
South Grove Walthamstow 2, 9; Carshalton
3;   Southall  4;   Kenton  5,   7;   Hare  Street,
Harlow  7;  Chesham  11,  18,  25;  Bush  Hill
Park, Enfield 14, 17, 21, 25; Woking 16, 23;
Lincoln  27-29.

Pierce,  D.:
Bitteme,   Southampton   5;   Suffok   9-10;
IIeavitree,   Exeter   13;   Melksham   14,   21;
Sladesbrcok, Bath 25; Brentwood, Essex 27;
CEW Westbury  rest  of moiith.

Short,  S.  S.:
Cheddar  7;  Weston-Super-Mare  11;  Read-
ing  14;  Brockfield  15;  Mickfield  16;  Earl
Stonham  17;  Somerton  21,  28;  Bristol  25.

Stringer,  D.:
U.S.A.,  Chicago  1-3; England,  Rugby 4T6;
Sutton   Goldfield   7;   Warwickshire  ARGA
8-30.

Tatford,  F. A.:
Okehampton 1, 3; Devon 2; Eastacombe 5;
Appledore, Bide ford 7, 8; Ashford (Devon)
9;  BUITington  10;  Truro  11-15.

Thurston,  A.:
Ashburion  1-30;  Dartmoor Prison 2,  5,  9,
12,   16,   19,  23,  26;  Cackwood  Chapel  7;
St.   Thomas  More  School   3,   10,   17,   24;
Coleman  Avenue  18;  Silverton  21;  RIngs-
bridge  28.

Tryon,  G.  C.:
Croydon 3;  Dorking 7; Cambelwell 10,  17,
29; Reigate 11; Kentish Town 14; Peckham
18; Welling 19; Kenton 21; E. Sheen 24, 28.

YOun8,  P.:
Ebenezer,  Cardiff (Bible  Teaching Confer-
ence)  5;  PSS  Easter  Camp  6-10;  Bridgend
14;  PSS  Outreach  and  Distribution  19-21;
Bridgend 22; Caerau, Cardiff 25; Glanyllyn
30;  Maesteg  30.

FORTHCOMING  EVENTS

Boscombe:
Drummond Hall, Drummond Road. April 6,
7.00pm.  Mr.  R.  Camall  (Colyton).

Chesham,  Bucks:
Gospel Hall, Station Road. May 113.00 and
6.00pm.  Mr.  Stephen Downs and Mr.  Reg
RIchardson.

Colvton,  Devon:~

Gospel  Hall,  The  Butts.  April  8,  3.00pm,
and  after  tea  at  6.00pm.   Mr.   S.   Hockey
(Ilminster) and Mr. T. N. Ledger (Welling).

Thiblin  and  District Missionarv
C onventi on :                                   .
Frida.v 26 April to Monda.v 29 April,  1985.
Warm  welcome  to  all  visitors.

Largs, A.vrshire:
Netherhall Bible Readings. April 29-May 3.
Lwkc   I-5.   Albert   Leckie   (Airdrie)   and
Jim  Allen  (Newton  Abbey).

London  South  West Missionarv
C onferen ce :                                  .
"Communication-radio, TV, video" Satur-
day  April   27  at  Canbury   Park   Church
Fellowship, Kingston upon Thames 2.00pm.
Dr.  John  Webb:  Gcttl.ng  onto   the  Scgnc.
3.45pm David Covenham and John Ayrton:

The_I:ower  .Of  the   Word_.   (Teal)   6:3opm
Dr. John Webb: Scgi.ng and Hcciri.ng. Creche
and  children's  activities  2.00pm-5.30pm.

Luton:
Ouslow  Road  Gospel  Hall:
April   20,    7.3Or9.00pm.    Mr.   S.    Burditt
(Northampton).    April    21,    4.Oou5.00pm
followed  by  tea.

Maidenhead:
Parkside  Hall,  St.  Luke's  Road.  April  13.
Address   6.30-7.30pm,    discussion   8.15-
9.00pm. "The Warfare against the members
of the Body".  Mr.  T.  Frears  (Whitehaven).
Refreshments  in  the  interval.
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North  Shields:
Gospel Hall, Coach Lane. rtyneside Annual
Conference. April 5-8. Friday and Monday
2.30    and    6.00pm,     Saturday    6.30pm.
Speakers:I. Baker, S. Emery and D. E. West.

Reading:
Providence    Chapel,    103    Oxford    Road.
Easter Monday, April 8 at 3.00 and 6.00pm.
Mr. A. Gooding (Stowmarket) and Mr. W.
Gardiner Alton).  Tea  provided.

Southall:
Annual Conference, Ebenezer Guspel Hall.
May  6,  3.00-6.00pm.  Mr. I.  Phillips  and
Mr.  D.  Angell.

Windsor:
Gospel  Hall,  Garfield  Place,  St.  Leonard's
Road.  April  5,  3.15-5.45pm.  W.  Gardiner
(Alton)  and  Dr.  R.  Townsend  (London).
Tea  in  interval.

fi#gpTR?i;¥.:teot¥    =

Ring (0435) 830519 and talk turkey with Mr. Toad!

i:i§i:e:¥±:;eiifi|e¥§i:i°iu:i¥:i#ui:e:i¥:e):]nife:ew

Toad Cottage, Punnetts Town, Heath field,
Sussex, TNZ19PE Tel: 0435 830519
`]ump in to a superdeal with Mr. Toad.I'



CLASSIFIEDS
PEREONAL

Christian  Singles
Social  events.  Feuowship  Groups.  Friend-
ship.  Nationwide.  Weekend  Houseparties.
Holidays, home and abroad-Switzerland,
Holy    Land,    Holland,    Scotland,    Devon.
Christian Friendship Fellowship, Dept. A22,
Edenthorpe,  Doncaster.  (5)

For Sale
Second-hand theolostcal books. Send S.A.E.
for catalogue,  to  Shirley Massey,  23  Baker
Crescent,  Baddeley  Green,  Stoke-on-Trent,
Staffs  ST2  7LH.   (3)

Copies   of   WHATEVEF3   HAppENED   To   THE   BiG
FlsHEF"AN?  can   be  obtained   by  return  of
post from Modern Mailing  Booksellers Ltd.,
P.O.  Box 280,  London,  WCIB  4AG,  at the
published  price  of  £6.95.

Gem rings
Jewellery, silver, remount and remodel your
jewellery, valuation and offers b.v Christian
consultant    jeweller     (by    appointment).
85  Queen  Street,  Glasgow,  G1  3DB.   Tel.
041-221  5393. John  H.   Dalv.   (12)

Isle  of Man
Port  St.  Mary  Gospel  Church.  Warm  wel-
come to Believers.  Services Lord's Day, and
Tuesdays, but for times of meetings please
phone  (0624)  833755.   (9)

Midlands
Christian  Brethren  Eventide  Home`  Kings
Heath,   Birmingham,   has  vacancies  fi`om
time to time. Apply to Mrs. R. Sl.v (Secl`etary),
43     Gilbertstone    Avenue,     Birmingham,
826  1jT.   (12)

Sheltered Housing for retired Christians
A few one-bedroomed bungalows are now
vacant   at   Quebec   Hall,   East   Dereham`
Norfok.  For  details  please  send  S.A.E.  to
J. W. Smith, Northfield Farm, Hundred Foot
Bank,  rymoor,  Ely,  Cambs.  C86  2EL.

ACCOMMODATION

Blairgowhe,  Scotland
Stiellsmuir   Farmhouse-omfortable   and
spacious Christian home in a lovely part of
Scotland, adjacent to the Golf course. 86pB.
Also  Self Catering  accommodation-large
6/8  berth  caravan  with  main  electricitv.
Please  send  for  our  brochure  to  Mr.  arid
Mrs.  D.  Rendall,  Stiellsmuir  Farm,  Rose-
mount,  BIAIRGOWRIE,  PH10  6LE.  (5)

BOUF}NEMOUTH
WINTEF] GARDENS HOTEL

West cliff                         AA**BAC
Peaceful Holiday Hotel, close to sea and
town centre, renowned for good food,
personal service and excellent value.

Christian Groups welcome. Car Parking,
Night Porter, Lift.

Telephone 0202 25769

Charterhouse
Caters for your every comfort. Ground floor/
eusuite  bedrooms.  Facilities  for  disabled.
Central Heating. Parking. Good food/fellow-
ship  assured.   Parties  welcome.   Brochure
S.A.E.  Dawlish  Road,  TeiLqumouth,  Devon.
Tel:  06267  4481.   (12)

DEVON                               TAVISTOCK
Attractive   country   cottages   in    pleasant
peaceful  position  yet  within  easy  reach  of
Tavistock   and   Dartmoor.   Fully   equipped
except  linen.  Stamp for details to:  Mr.  and
Mrs. P. W. Woolgar, Lower Chaddlehanger,
Lamerton,   Tavistock,    Devon    PL19   0LG.
Tel:   Mary  Tavy  267.

Devon/Comwall borders
Farmhouse accommodation. Set in peaceful
surroundings,  within  easv  reach  of beach
and   moorlands.   Bed,   b.i`eakfast.   evening
meal    optional.     Children    welcome     at
reduced  rates.  Appl.v  Mls.  P. Jones`  Little
Thomton,   Pyworthy.   Holsworth.v`   Devon.
(0409  253  349).

mnfernhine:
Historic  Dunfermline-the  ancient  capital
of Scotland. Homelv holidav accommodation
for  senior  citizens..  Conve.nient  for  visiting
Edinburgh and Fife coast b.v bus.  Courtery
car from local rail/bus terminals for weekend
arrivals.  Dinner, Bed/Breakfast, single £11,
twin £10.50. Ai`denlea House,  1  Castleblair
Park.  Tel:  0383  729553.

Holidav at  Dunringell  Hotel,
Kvlealrin,  Isle  of Skve
Finest Scottish Food, C6mfoil cnd refi.eshing
Christian  fellowship.  Magnificent  sceneiy.
DEB £84 to £112 weeklv. Also self-catering.
Contact  Mr.  69  Mrs.  Iain  Macpherson  for
colour  brochure.  Phone  0599-4180.   (8)

Mid-Devon  8  6L3  8  Accomlnodation
ln farmhouse` situated in lovelv countlvside`
ideal   for   touring.   Near   assembl.v. .E.M.
optional.    For    details    S.A.E.    or    phone
036   32   2280.   Mr.   &   Mrs.  I.   Gardiner,
Frankland  Farm,  Crediton.  (4)

New  Christian  Hotel
jo.v and Bob Tucker, OnRY COURT CHRIS-
TIAN  HOTEL`  CARY  AVENUE.  BABBA-
COMBE, ToieuAY. Parties. youth Groups
welcome.  Write  or  'phone  for  brochure,
Torquay  38747.  (6)
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North  Norfolk Holiday Bungalow
Cromer    approx.    2    miles.    Sleeps    6-8.
For    details    S.A.E    to    Mrs.    Henderson,
31  Compton  Avenue,  Luton,  Beds.

North Wales
Llevn Peninsular, Ne fin Coast. Bed, Break-
fast,  Evening Dinner.' Good home  cooking.
Children   welcome.   Mrs.   Eleanor   Push,
Anforfa, Edem, Pwellheli, Gwynedd. Phone
Nefyn  (0758)  720886.   (4)

Rowanhurst Christian  Hotel
Relax  on  the  Isle  of Wight's best  beaches
amid  beautiful  scenery.  Excellent  catering
and happy fellowship.  Parties and families
welcome.   Write   (SAE  appreciated)   Peter
and  Eileen  Atkiuson,  88  Sandown  Road,
Lake  Sandown,  P036  9jx.  (4)

Spindrift  House,  Marazion
Tel.  Penzance 710298  (0736 STD) A Chris-
tian  Hotel.  Own  grounds.  Free  car  park.
Extensive sea views from most rooms. Good
food   and   fellowship   assured.   Brochure:
Mr.  and  Mrs.  Harvev.   (12)

Southport,  L.vnwood  Christian  Hotel
Leicester  Street.  Gordon  and  Pat  Singleton
invite  old  and  new  fiiends  to  their  14th
season   at   Lvnwood.    Reasonable   tel`ms,
no  VAT,   Seriior  Citizens  5°/o   off.   Central
position adjoining Promenade.  Good food,
warm  fellowship`   comfortablv   furnished.
Alwavs   full   board   Sundav. -Bock   now.
Telep-hone  0704  40794.   (5).

Visit  mid-Wales
Explore  castles,  lakes,  mountains`  forests,
water-falls,   sandv   beaches.   `Home   from
home', excellent ideals, fellowship` accom-
modation. Special weeks for bird watchers
and  painting/sketching.  Pain  Gp  Desmond
Lippiatt,  `Argoed'.  Christian  Guest  House,
Aberdovev`   G`rmedd.   Tel.   065-472-675.
(8)

SITUATIONS VACANT

A  Christian  ladv
is required to act.as housekeeper to elderl.v
couple.  Our bedroom and separate sitting
room will be  made  available for personal
use.  Cardiff area.  Salaiv negotiable.  Please
ltpl.v in whting with refi:rences to `Harvester'
Box  41.

ness Da.v, Monda.v, April 1, Displa.ved
Advertisements,   Haver   List,   Forth-
coming livents and na]'s items (Please
send direct to the Publisher at 3 Mount
RAdford  Crescent,  Eketer  EX2  4TW).

POST
•   Ideal for local assembly

mailing  or personal work.
•   Right size for pocket

and letter box.
Write now f or sample copies
and  price list.
The Paternoster Press Ltd.,
Paternoster House,
3 Mount Radford  Crescent,
EXETER  EX2 4JW
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TRIMSTONE MANOR  HOTEL
Enjoy  a  relaxing  holiday  in  North  Devon  at  a  country  Manor  set  in  34  acres,

close to  Beaches and  Moors.
New  Leisure  Complex  includes

*,:ds:o€:ar:uFm:ng poo,              *Eysmqnuaass]r

*Spa pool                                       *Steam Room
Tennis Court,  Putting,  Boating  Lake, Games  Room

No  arranged  meetings          Self-catering  bungalow  in  grounds  also  available
please write or 'phone for details:

Trimstone Manor Hotel,  Nr.  IIfracombe,  Devon     Tel:  Ilfracombe 62841

ALCOMBE  HOUSE
Bircham  Road, Minehead

On the fringe of glorious
Exmoor.  Happy fellowship and
good  home cooking. Open all

year including Christmas.
Also week-end and  mid-week

breaks.

s.a.e.  please to:
David and Valerie Hawkes,

Tel : 0643.2725

J|_.        PLAS
`.`.`,``::..        .::.       .MENAI

;-CHRISTIAN
HOTEL

lI.nl.irfech.n, a`Iryrvedd. N. W.l-

An outstanding Christian Holiday Centre,
ideal for all ages and interests, providing
excellent food and accommodation, a happy
and relaxed atmosphere, with lively
fellowship, praise and ministry.
In an unspoiled seaside village surrounded
by mountains, forests, waterfalls, castles
and other places of interest, and ideally
situated for touring Snowdonia and
exploring the magnificent beaches of
Anglesey.
Special weeks for Senior Citizens and for
Walking and Outdoor Activities. Special
Family Weeks and Bible Weeks. Generous
reductions for children: some weeks free.
Church groups and parties welcome.

Please write for brochure or
telephone 0248-680346

Huge discounts on air fares
for Christian Workers

Contact us for the best deals with
guaranteed reliability

DEPT HV
STEWART TRAVEL CENTRE

7 MAIN STREET, PRESTWICK
Tel:029276721    _

Book with the professionals
IATA and RAPTIM agents

Slavanka
Bournemouth  Christian  Hotel

and Conference Centre

Ideally situated for a happy
holiday with Christian fellowship

•  First class catering
•  All  modern amenities
•  Full  central  heating
•  Games room
•  Spacious grounds,

putting, croquet

OPEN  ALL YEAB

Stamp for brochure to:
D.  P.  Kininmont,

42  Belle Vue Poad,
Southbourne,

Bournemouth  BH6 3DS
Telephone:  424151

KINMEL HALL
Abergele, Clwyd LL22 9DA

CHPISTIAN  HOLIDAY
AND

CONFEPENCE CENTBE
PARTIES FROM

10-un
All sections are self-catering

but recommended catering f irms
in the area are available.

(0745) 823450

GLANMBF=
CHF]ISTIAN  HOTEL

3-5 Marine Parade, Tywyn, Gwynedd
(on the mid-West coast of Wales)

Situated right on the sea I ront
amidst magnif icent scenery

Good food  & good fellowship in a relaxed
Christian atmosphere  .  accommodation for 80
games room  .  parties welcome  .  open all year

Ideal tor families of all ages

Under the direction of
Glyn & Joan  Morgan.

Please send stamp for brochure
or telephone (0654) 710253

SOUTHPORT
ORLEANS

CHPISTIAN  HOTEL
8 Lathom Road, Southport PR9 0JA

Adjacent to Promenade.
Highly recommended for Peal Christian
Fellowship, good food and fun.  Family

atmosphere. Stairlifts fitted. Ground floor
bedrooms. Group Holidays and

Conferences catered for, up to 55 persons.
`Senior Citizen specials'.

Contact Jim Mccallum and book early.
Tel: 0704 38430/30440

CORNWALL
LAMORNA CHRISTIAN GUEST HOUSE

overlooking ST.  IVES BAY
Excellent Catering with choice of Menu

Christian Fellowship          Open March to october
Coach parties welcome in Spring and Autumn

S.A.E.  appreciated to:  H. A.  POSE,
BOSKEBBIS  BOAD,  CABBIS  BAY,  COPNWALL     re/..0736  795967

OAKFIELD
Northf ield Road,

M I N EH EAD, Somerset
Relaxation, warm fellowship

and first class catering in very
comfortable Christian Guest

House. Sea views, quiet
situation, bordering Exmoor

National Park.
Brochure:-

Mockridge & Boberts (H)
Tel: 0643 2594

qi=u=EAMEANS
C HRISTIAN FEllowsHIP

H OTE L COMFORTS
E XCEllENT FCX)D

LOVINGCARE

S EA VIEWS

HOUSE  PARTIES WELCOMED
A WAITING YOu!

Conloc/.. .AR.^tA end DUNC^N WOOD
CHEISE^  HOUSE,  C®lling*®ed [cod
Choc.®n-®n-S.a,  I...I  C0151uL

T.I.ph®n.: (02S5) .2.01.
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Recent and f iorthcom:ing titles
Church, Ministry, and Sacraments

in the New- Testament
C. K. BaITett

A respected New Testament scholar shows that clerisy and sacramentalism are
absent from the New Testament which discloses great variability in church practice.

0  85364  406  3   £2.957tct

C. S. Lewis and the Search for Rational Religion
John Beversluis

A critical study of the apologetic writings of c. S. Lewis, setting them in the context
of contemporary  English-language philosophy  of religion  and  asking  how  far

Lewis'sargumentsarevalid.       0  8028  0046  7   £9.957ict

Colossians, Philemon, Ephesians
F. F. Bruce

The New International Commentary on the New Testament has a respected place in
the  libraries  of scholars  and  preachers.  Here  is  an  outstanding addition  to  an

outstandingseries.       0  8028  24013   £18.95rict

The Pauline Circle
F. F. Bruce

F. F. Bruce, known the world over for his Pauline studies, turns his attention to
some of the not-so-minor figures in the Acts and Epistles-friends and colleagues

such as Barnabas, hosts and hostesses such as Priscilla and Aquila.
0  85364  397  0   £2.957icf

A Detection of the Trinity
I. Thurmer

Commended by Bishop A. M. Ramsey, this study in a basic Christian doctrine draws
upon biblical material, the church fathers and the work of Dorothy Sayers. The

author is chancellor ofExeter cathedral.       0  85364  395  4   £2.95 ricf

A Christian Handbook to the Psalms
R. E. 0. White

Provides a careful investigation-informed but not technical-of each psalm and its
messageforthechristian.       0  85364  405  5   £6.95ricf

paternost:rHous:h3eM::i:ETdofi:tr:rcFe::esnst,,ExeterEX2flw_IRA


